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ABSTRACT 
Sandwich sections have a very complex nature due to variability of behavior of different 
materials within the section. Cracking, crushing and yielding capacity of constituent materials 
enforces high complexity of the section. Furthermore, slippage between the different layers 
adds to the section complex behavior. Conventional design guidelines address the design and 
construction of solid walls with little available information related to the behavior, design and 
construction of sandwich walls. Thus, an extensive study is needed to understand the 
behavior of the sandwich walls which leads to more use of such walls in construction 
industry in an effective and efficient manner. The purpose of the research presented in this 
thesis is to conduct numerical investigation of the structural behavior of sandwich walls 
under eccentric loading with range of eccentricity from 0.06 m to 0.43 m. The considered 
walls in the current investigation are composed of two reinforced concrete face layers and an 
insulating foam core layer. The two surface layers are connected to each other by reinforced 
concrete webs to act as shear connection media. ANSYS commercial software is used in the 
present study to model and analyze the walls. The reinforced concrete faces and webs are 
modeled using solid elements and the steel reinforcement is modeled using link elements. 
The analysis conducted herein is nonlinear static analysis incorporating geometric 
nonlinearity, cracking and crushing of concrete and yielding of steel. The model is validated 
by comparing its results to some of test results available in the literature. After validation, the 
model is used to perform extensive parametric study to investigate the effect of three key 
parameters on the axial force-bending moment interaction diagram of the walls. These 
parameters are the concrete compressive strength, reinforced concrete face thickness and 
number of shear connectors. Furthermore, for practical use of sandwich walls, a coefficient α 
is introduced in the present study that correlates the moment and axial load capacities of the 
sandwich wall to that of a corresponding solid wall of the same total thickness. The equation 
was developed using the parametric study data and regression analysis. The predicted α was 
used to construct the interaction diagram of the investigated wall and the results were 
compared with ANSYS results and showed good agreement. 
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 Chapter 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Introduction to Sandwich Sections 
1.1.1 History and Advantages 
As decades pass, global warming effects become more and more evident, thus the use of 
energy efficient structures becomes a more pressing issue. Sandwich sections are considered 
one of the most energy saving techniques that are being employed in the construction 
industry nowadays. The use of sandwich sections is not a new addition to the construction 
industry, sandwich sections were being used since 1849 (DIAB Group 2007).  Depending on 
the composition layers of the sandwich wall, it could provide good sound and/or heat 
insulation. Such insulating sandwich walls reduce the overall energy consumption and 
accordingly help in saving relatively large amount of money that is otherwise spent on 
electricity bills (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012a). Sandwich sections also have relatively high 
performance to weight ratio which basically distinguishes them from solid sections (DIAB 
Group 2007).  Although sandwich sections have many advantages over solid ones, some 
disadvantages cannot be ignored when sandwich sections come into perspective, which are 
their relatively complicated design, handling and construction processes and their high initial 
cost. 
1.1.2 Composition 
A sandwich section is composed of two thin faces and a relatively thick core. The core is 
usually much weaker than the faces as the material used in the core is very much weaker 
compared to the faces’ material (DIAB Group 2007). To achieve the section’s integrity, the 
three layers are connected by what is referred to as shear connectors as shown in Figure 1-1. 
 
Figure 1-1: Sandwich Section Composition 
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1.1.3 Flexural Rigidity to Weight Ratio 
The main idea behind sandwich sections is the fact that they have a very high flexural rigidity 
to weight ratio (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012b). As an example for this increase in rigidity to 
weight ratio, Figure 1-2. compares a solid concrete section of thickness d/2 with a sandwich 
section of composing of two surface layers each of thickness d/4 at distance d between their 
centerlines and a very light core layer. Both sections have the same width and the same 
concrete weight. For this example, the sandwich section has 12 times the flexural rigidity of 
the solid section (DIAB Group 2007).  
 
Figure 1-2: Flexural Rigidity of Solid Section vs. Sandwich Section (DIAB Group 2007) 
1.1.4 Types 
When sandwich sections are classified according to the degree of interaction between the 
composing layers of the section, three main types of sandwich sections shall be discussed. 
The first type of sandwich sections is the fully composite type. A fully composite sandwich 
section acts as a solid section, the two faces and the core deflect together as if they are one 
layer just like a solid section deflects. In this kind of sandwich sections the shear connectors 
link the two faces and shear is fully transferred between the three layers of the section. The 
second type of sandwich sections is the partially composite section. This type of section has 
partial transfer of shear between the section’s layers. The factor that determines if the section 
is fully or partially composite is the type and the amount of shear connectors present in the 
section. Relatively small spanned shear connectors accompanied by a relatively strong shear 
connector material increase the degree of composite action in the section. The last type of 
sandwich sections is the non-composite section. This type of sandwich sections has zero 
degree of composite action. For this type of sandwich walls, each layer acts independently to 
carry percentage of the applied load.  
Solid  
Sandwich 
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1.1.5 Characteristics of Face Layers, Core, and Shear Connectors 
The face layers of a sandwich wall provide the bending stiffness for the section. They carry 
bending moments in the form of tensile and compressive stresses. In most cases the faces are 
made of either reinforced concrete or steel. 
The core in a sandwich section has many functions among them is creating enough distance 
between the faces so that the required flexural rigidity of the section can be attained. The core 
could be rigid material that is provided to maintain the distance between the skin layer and in 
the meantime helps in providing the flexural rigidity and the bending capacity of the wall. 
Core could also be a nonstructural layer that is provided mainly maintain the distance 
between the surface layers while providing heat and/or sound insulation. The most used core 
materials are foam, very light weight concrete and autoclaved aerated concrete (DIAB Group 
2007). 
The third element in a sandwich section is the shear connectors, the shear connectors link the 
entire section together. They have a very important role in preventing local buckling of each 
individual layer and in transfixing shear. Shear connectors are either rectangular regions 
made of concrete or autoclaved aerated concrete or linking bars that are made of steel or 
carbon fiber reinforced polymers. The shear connectors can either increase or decrease the 
conductivity if the section. If concrete regions or steel bars are used they allow the transfer of 
temperature across the section causing what is called thermal bridges along the section. Thus 
they increase the thermal conductivity of the section at these regions (Abdel-Mooty et al, 
2012a).  
1.1.6 Constructability 
Sandwich sections can either come to site as precast panels ready to be anchored in the places 
it’s intended to fit in or they can be erected on site. Having the sandwich walls precast 
decreases the time needed for onsite pouring and erecting activities and also decreases the 
need for skilled labor on site.  
1.1.7 Applications 
Sandwich sections are used either as wall elements or roof elements. They can form a wall or 
a slab based on the required function the user aims for. They are assembled as rectangular 
walls and tied together to form the whole slab or wall. They are basically used in roofs or 
exterior walls in order to benefit fully from their insulation properties. When sandwich 
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sections are used in walls, the walls can be either a regular wall in a skeleton building or a 
load bearing wall.  
1.2 Research Significance 
Given the effect of global warming and the very tight amount of natural resources available 
to the human race, saving energy becomes a very important concept that must be taken into 
consideration while inventing any new structural component or material. Decreasing the 
thermal conductivity of the structure saves energy and consequently saves money that 
otherwise will be paid on air conditioning systems all year long. Sandwich sections material 
with insulating core are very effective in that matter as they optimize both the structural 
behavior and the thermal conductivity of the structure.  
This research investigates the behavior of reinforced concrete sandwich walls subjected to 
range of eccentricity from 0.06 m to 0.43 m. It studies the effect of three very important 
parameters on the behavior of the sandwich walls.  These parameter are the compressive 
strength of the concrete, the face layer thickness, and the number of shear connectors. The 
effect of each of the parameters is depicted by comparing the interaction diagrams of the 
different walls.  
For practical application and to make use of the well-known behavior and interaction 
diagrams of solid walls, a coefficient α is introduced in the present study that correlates the 
moment and axial load capacities of the sandwich wall to that of a corresponding solid wall 
of the same total thickness. The equation is a function of the compressive strength, cross-
sectional area, and number of shear connectors, eccentricity and yield strength. By using this 
coefficient, the interaction diagram for any sandwich wall can be predicted from the solid 
wall interaction diagram.  
The significance of this research lies in both better understanding of the structural behavior of 
the sandwich wall through the presented parametric study and the presented equation to 
determine the coefficient α to be practically used for predicting the interaction diagram for 
any sandwich wall.  
1.3 Research Objectives 
This research aims to analytically study the structural behavior of sandwich walls subjected 
to range of eccentricity from 0.06 m to 0.43 m by conducting a comprehensive parametric 
study and developing an equation to determine the coefficients α through which the 
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interaction diagram of any sandwich wall can be predicted. The effect of different parameters 
on the walls is highlighted using a comprehensive parametric study that varied three key wall 
parameters. To capture the effect of each parameter on the load carrying capacity of the 
walls, each parameter is changed while keeping all other parameters constant. The interaction 
diagrams are compared to capture the effect of changing each parameter on the sandwich 
wall. Furthermore, the results of the parametric study are used to a coefficient that links the 
interaction diagram of a solid wall to that of a sandwich wall. The equation for determining 
the coefficient α is predicted using the parametric study data and a genetic algorithm 
technique. After the equation is constructed it was used to determine the coefficient which 
was used to predict the interaction diagrams of the analyzed walls. The predicted interaction 
diagrams are tested to certify their accuracy. 
1.4 Scope of Work 
Recently, many researchers started to consider testing of sandwich structures. Analysis of 
sandwich structures has become a wide research area that is still relatively new. Some 
researchers are addressing sandwich walls while others are focusing on sandwich roof 
systems. The effect of gravity loads on this type of structural elements is studied by some 
researchers while others focus on the effect of lateral loads. In-plane loads are the focus for 
some research topics while other research focus only on the out of plane loads applied on the 
sandwich elements. Research on the type of connections that should exist between the 
sandwich walls is also considered and some researchers focus of the constructability of the 
sandwich walls either on site or as precast elements. Researchers also study the thermal 
conductivity of the sandwich sections given certain core material and shear connector types,  
The scope of this research is limited to analytically studying of the effect of simultaneous 
application of axial and out of plane lateral loads on sandwich walls in the range of 
eccentricity from 0.06 m to 0.43 m. Method of construction of the walls, connection between 
the walls, thermal properties of the walls are not included in the scope of the present research. 
Although the research presented in the present investigation is an analytical one, previous 
experimental work done by other researchers and available in the literature is used to validate 
the numerical model.   
1.5 Thesis Organization 
This section outlines the chapters of this dissertation. It summarizes the contents of each 
chapter in brief. 
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1.5.1 Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 1 covers the introduction to the research topic and addresses the significance of the 
research topic, research objectives, and research scope. 
 
1.5.2 Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Chapter 2 incorporates the literature review for the research. It is divided into the following 
subsections: 
- Introduction to Sandwich Sections 
- History, Advantages and Types 
- Experimental Work 
- Finite Element Modeling Work 
- Conclusion 
The literature review captures the gap in the previous research done for d=sandwich walls 
which explains the significance of this research. 
 
1.5.3 Chapter 3: Modeling and Validation 
Chapter 3 covers modeling and validation. The software used in modeling is explained 
together with the reason it was selected. The model assumptions and inputs were outlined in 
details including geometry, element types, material properties, real constants, element sizes, 
support conditions and applied loads. The model was validated using experimental work in 
literature. The previous experimental specimen was modeled using the same software with all 
its inputs and assumption kept constant. The experimental ultimate load was compared to that 
obtained from the model.  
 
1.5.4 Chapter 4: Analytical Results and Parametric Study Results 
In this chapter the research methodology is set. The parameters chosen are listed and the 
different wall specimens are highlighted. The results of the parametric study are presented 
and are divided into three main categories each studies the effect of one of the tested 
parameters. Furthermore, the two variables that will be predicted from the results of the 
parametric study are introduced and calculated. The failure pattern of sandwich walls is 
discussed in details and the cause of failure for each wall is highlighted. 
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1.5.5 Chapter 5: Correlation between Sandwich and Solid Walls Interaction Diagrams 
Chapter 5 covers the derivation of the coefficient α using multiple regression. The derived 
equation is then tested by comparing the predicted interaction diagrams with the ones 
obtained analytically. 
 
1.5.6 Chapter 6: Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 
In Chapter 6 a summary and the research conclusions are listed. Recommendations for future 
research are also highlighted.  
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 CHAPTER 2 – LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In this section literature on sandwich sections is examined. The literature review is divided 
into the following sub-sections based on the area tackled related to sandwich sections. Gaps 
in the research were identified. These gaps formed the basis for the work conducted herein. 
2.1 History, Advantages and Types 
2.1.1 History 
In his article, “Sandwich Structures: Past, Present and Future” Vinson (2005) states that the 
concept of sandwich section can be traced back to Fairbairn in England in 1849. He also 
states that the first research paper on sandwich sections was on sandwich panels subjected to 
in plane loads and was written by Marguerre in Germany in 1944. The first book on sandwich 
construction was written by Plantema in 1966. In 1989 an overview of the finite element 
analysis performed on sandwich structures. Finally, Vinson stated that the Journal of 
Sandwich Structures and Materials was initiated in 1999. Gleich (2007) in his paper “New 
Carbon Fiber Reinforcement Advances Sandwich Wall Panels” also describes the advances 
in sandwich panels from early 1960s when they were only used as T-sections with solid 
concrete shear connectors to later after that when shear connectors started to take the shape of 
a metal truss distributed in the panel. Both types of shear connectors create hot or cold 
regions in the panel thus they decrease the thermal efficiency of the panel. Thus, he mentions 
that in the 1980s non-composite panels with non-metallic ties were developed.  
2.1.2 Advantages 
Vinson (2005) compares between a solid section and a sandwich section. He states that if the 
ratio of face to core depths is 1/20, the flexural stiffness of the sandwich section is 300 times 
the flexural stiffness of the solid section. Consequently, the lateral load deflection is much 
lower in sandwich sections and the buckling load is much higher than that of solid sections. 
Hassan and Rizkalla (2010) conducted an experimental study of precast concrete sandwich 
panels and stated that because of the emerging calls for having more energy efficient 
structure and given the fact that quality control measures are now of great importance, the use 
of precast concrete sandwich wall panels started to increase significantly in the past 40 years 
due to their thermal and sound insulation properties. Steeves (2012), in his article 
“Optimizing Sandwich Beams for Strength and Stiffness “states that the main advantages of 
sandwich panels is their low mass to strength and low mass to stiffness ratios. 
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2.1.3 Types 
Salmon et al. (1997) present the typical bending stress and strain diagrams for the three types 
of sandwich panels being the fully composite, the partially composite and the non-composite 
panels as per Figures 2-1 through 2-3. 
 
Figure 2-1: Non composite panel (Salmon et al, 1997) 
 
Figure 2-2: Fully composite panel (Salmon et al, 1997) 
 
Figure 2-3: Partially composite panel (Salmon et al, 1997) 
2.2 Experimental Work 
2.2.1 Flexural Loading 
Carbonari et al. (2012) studies the flexural behavior of light-weight sandwich panels 
composed by concrete faces and foam core. Three experimental programs are performed with 
different boundary and loading conditions. Sandwich slabs are tested as per Figure 2-4 .The 
tested slabs deformed highly under service loads this is why a reinforced connection between 
the slabs and the supports should be developed.  
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Figure 2-4: Loading and displacement sensors configuration (Carbonari et al, 2012) 
What differentiates these panels from other panels is the fact that they have perpendicular 
shear connectors not inclined ones. This simplifies the production of the panels but on the 
other hand results in decreasing the flexural capacity and the stiffness of the panels. It is also 
shown that when the core thickness increases by 20 cm the structural response showed no 
significant change. Based on the experimental work done it is shown that failure of the panels 
often happens as a result of inappropriate welding between the connectors and the steel 
reinforcement (Carbonari et al. 2012) 
Salmon et al. (1997) perform full scale tests for precast concrete sandwich panels in a vertical 
position with fiber reinforced plastic shear connectors instead of conventional steel as per 
Figures 2-5 and 2-6. Four panels are tested; two contain FRP bent bar connectors while the 
other two contain steel truss connectors. The load is applied to the specimens by pumping air 
into bags set behind the specimens.  
 
Figure 2-5: Panel with FRP bent bars (Salmon et al, 1997) 
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Figure 2-6: Air pump test setup (Salmon et al, 1997) 
The use of FRP connectors increases the panel’s thermal efficiency. The results as per Figure 
2-7 show that the FRP panel ultimate strength is close to that of steel connectors and also that 
they carry the load as partially composite sandwich panels under service loading conditions. 
Pessiki and Mlynarczyk (2003) experimentally evaluate the composite behavior of precast 
concrete wall sandwich panels. Four scale panels are tested by applying uniform lateral 
pressure to the panels. The first panel has the three common types of shear connectors which 
are the concrete webs, the steel truss and the face core bond. The other three panels each 
contained one shear connector to evaluate each connectors’ effect on the composite action of 
the panel. The composite action of the panel is measured by monitoring the relative 
displacement between the concrete faces.  
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Figure 2-7: Pressure vs. displacement for panels with CFPR (Panels 1 and 2) and 
panels with steel connectors (Panels 3 and 4) (Salmon et al, 1997) 
Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012a) in their paper “Reinforced Concrete Sandwich Panels with 
Autoclaved Aerated Concrete Infill” study the effect of AAC on shear and bending capacity 
of the panel. They also test experimentally as shown in Figure 2-8 through Figure 2-11 the 
effect of shear connectors and surface roughness on the panel performance.  
 
Figure 2-8: Four point load test setup (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012a) 
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Figure 2-9: Panels with no shear connectors (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012a) 
 
Figure 2-10: Panels with steel truss connectors (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012a)
 
Figure 2-11: Panels with concrete webs (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012a) 
The failure of the slab panels is marked by a drop in the applied load associated with an 
increase in panel deformation. The results of this study show that the stiffness of the panels 
depends on the composite action of the panel which is dependent on the shear resistance of 
the panel. It is shown that all the tested slabs have initial composite performance then as the 
load increases the slabs lose their composite ability and thus their stiffness decreases. Panels 
with no shear connectors, those where shear transfer only depends on the friction between the 
panel layers maintained composite behavior only until a minor applied load. Failure of these 
panels happens in the first place as a result of sliding between the faces and the core; the 
panels with steel truss shear connectors failed due to the disconnection between the shear 
connectors and the faces of the panel. Finally, panels with concrete webs as shear connectors 
failed due to failure of the concrete web which resulted in sliding of panel layers. Based on 
this study, it is recommended that the shear connectors if they are steel should be connected 
to the steel reinforcement well and that the AAC should be soaked in water before use as not 
to absorb water from the concrete faces. The study shows that the use of AAC enhances shear 
transfer, create better composite action in the sandwich panel and improve the capacity of the 
panel in out of plane loads resistance. Compared to the ordinary foam, AAC blocks have 
higher shear modulus and this is the reason behind the idea of using them to replace foam.  
The results of the experimental program are presented in Figure 2-12 show that panels with 
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concrete webs provide the best composite action thus the lowest relative displacement 
between the faces. The steel connectors and the bond between the faces and the core don’t 
contribute to the panel’s composite action.  
 
Figure 2-12: Load deflection results for the three connector types (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012a) 
Three faces precast pre-stressed concrete sandwich wall panels that are subjected to lateral 
loads due to wind load only are tested by Lee and Pessiki (2007). These panels comprise 
three concrete faces and two insulation layers. The naming of the panels is done in either 
three or five digits format for two or three faces panels respectively. Each digit describes the 
thickness of one of the panel layers. The shear connectors are concrete webs that are 
“staggered in location” so that no concrete path extends through the entire panel to reduce the 
thermal bridging effect. The results of this research as shown in Figure 2-13 show that these 
panels are more suitable for large spans.  
Hegger and Will (2011) study the load carrying behavior of sandwich panels with textile 
reinforced concrete faces and a foam core. The panel combines low weight and high 
structural capacity.  
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Figure 2-13: Mid-span deflection in two and three layer panels (Lee and Pessiki 2007) 
Full scale panels are tested in four point bending tests to study the shear and bending capacity 
of the panels. Twenty one tests were performed with varying parameters i.e. core materials, 
fabrics, connectors, spans, etc. panels without connectors are observed to have lower stiffness 
and lower bearing capacity compared to panels with connectors. Panels with Extruded 
polystyrene (XPS) foam core are shown to have higher stiffness and higher bearing capacity 
that those with Expanded polystyrene (EPS) core. Panels with carbon fiber connectors have 
higher stiffness, higher ductility, and better composite action and almost double the load 
bearing capacity compared to panels without connectors.  
Steeves (2012), in his article “Optimizing Sandwich Beams for Strength and Stiffness “ 
presents a method for minimizing structural mass by optimizing the geometry and core 
density of sandwich beams that comprise composite faces and foam cores and are loaded in 
three-point bending. To determine the strength of sandwich beams, Steeeves studies the three 
failure mechanisms which are shown in Figure 2-14 for sandwich sections and chooses the 
weakest one to be the governing factor in determining the section’s strength. The three 
mechanisms are core shearing, face micro-buckling (or yielding), and local indentation.  
The two predictable conclusions of Sleeves study are first, the fact that faces materials should 
be chosen to be light in weight, strong and stiff, second, the fact that core materials should be 
chosen to be as light as commercially possible 
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Figure 2-14: Sandwich beams modes of failure (Steeves 2012) 
Bush and Zhiqi (1998) develop a methodology to predict deflections and flexural stresses of 
non-load-bearing semi-composite panels with truss shear connectors.  They compare their 
results with previously done experimental research. As mentioned in their paper, the degree 
of composite action of the sandwich panel directly depends on the number and properties of 
the shear connectors used. The metal truss shear connectors being much stiffer than the weak 
core of the sandwich section increase the core’s shear stiffness. They employ the following 
assumptions is their work. First, they ignore the bending stiffness of the diagonal truss 
members based on the fact that their angle of inclination resulted in a bending stiffness which 
is about 1% of the member’s axial stiffness. The second assumption is that the shear 
connectors’ ends are connected at the interface between the core and the faces. This 
assumption is due to the fact that previous experimental results showed that the truss 
members never deformed within the embedment length in the concrete faces. They also 
assume that the shear connectors extended through the whole length of the panel and that 
their effect is smeared across the panel. The smeared shear connectors’ assumption becomes 
more valid as the density of the shear connectors increase in the panel.  
In the article “new hybrid concept for sandwich structures” Mamalis et al, (2008) present a 
new hybrid concept for polymer (composite faces with polymer foam cores) sandwich 
sections by introducing an intermediate layer between the thin faces and the thick core. They 
compare the structural performance of sandwich sections with different materials and 
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thicknesses under three point loading to reach an optimal section with respect to structural 
performance and cost. In their research they identify four failure mechanisms which are face 
micro-buckling, face wrinkling, core shear and indentation.  
They present four equations that detail how each material used (either core or face material) 
contribute to each mode of failure. From these equations it is drawn that a weak core material 
will cause the section to fail either due to core shear or indentation. In their paper they shed 
light on the biggest deficiency in sandwich sections which is the great differences between 
the structural properties of the faces and the core materials. These differences create many 
problems in the sections i.e. internal stresses. Another disadvantage of sandwich panel is the 
high cost of the core materials which leads to choosing low cost low performance cores. In 
their paper they approach these problems by adding a layer thinner than the core and thicker 
than the faces in between the faces and the core. They suggest that a common material i.e. 
wood can be chosen and thus the cost will not be high. This extra layer will allow for thinner 
faces and weaker core but adhesion should be monitored between the three layers to ensure 
the composite properties of the section. The authors also detail that the intermediate layer 
may not have a positive effect with regard to core shear and faces micro-buckling but it will 
improve face wrinkling and indentation. Among the results drawn is the fact that if the 
thickness of the skin is tripled and the thickness of the core is increased by 50% the structural 
performance will improve significantly.  
Anil and Tatayoglu (2012) study the possibility of improving out of plane behavior of aerated 
concrete walls with carbon fiber reinforced polymer strips. The load is applied 
experimentally as four point bending to simulate out of plane loads as per Figure 2-15.  
 
 
Figure 2-15: Four point load test setup (Anil and Tatayoglu 2012) 
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The changed variables in the test specimens are the carbon fiber reinforced polymer strip 
layout and anchorage usage. The panel’s performance is evaluated based on the panel 
stiffness, ductility, and energy dissipation capacity and failure modes. By Appling the CFRP 
strips the strength of the panels’ increases 9.1 and 7.6 times in the case of anchored and non-
anchored panels respectively. The stiffness had an average increase of 73% with a 35% 
increase in stiffness for anchored panels compared to non-anchored panels. The ductility ratio 
increased by 6.1 times. The average energy dissipation capacities of the panels increased 102 
times and the anchored panels dissipated energy 37% more than the non-anchored ones.   
Pantelides et al, (2008) study the structural behavior and performance of sandwich panels 
with concrete faces, foam core and glass fiber reinforced polymer shear connectors under out 
of plane loads.  The GFRP cages are reinforced with steel bars at the corners and the foam is 
inserted in between the cages then the concrete is poured as per Figure 2-16. Openings are 
created in the steel cages to allow concrete to seep in for better composite behavior of the 
panel.  
 
Figure 2-16: Panel cross-section (Pantelides et al, 2008) 
The GFRP cages had two main advantages which are their contribution to a better panel 
composite action and their contribution to increasing the thermal efficiency of the panel as no 
steel or concrete shear connectors were used. An analytical model is also created to model the 
horizontal shear transfer and determine the number of GFRP cages required for maintain 
composite action. The out of plane loads are simulated as four point monotonic load. The 
results of the experiments showed that shear is successfully transferred between the faces and 
composite action was maintained even more than that in regular panels. The failure of the 
panels also is ductile. . 
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2.2.2 Axial and Flexural Loading 
Memon et al. (2006) experimentally test sandwich panels that are made of lightweight aerated 
concrete core and two ferrocement faces under both compression and flexural loads. The 
panel performance is tested through monitoring the ultimate compressive strength, flexural 
strength, water absorption, unit weight and mode of failure. The results indicate that the 
panels have higher compressive and flexural strength and lower water absorption compared 
to lightweight aerated concrete panels. The panels are also shown to have unit weight 
comparable to lightweight structural elements. The panels also prove to have ductile behavior 
unlike aerated concrete panels regardless of the brittle core which is attributed to the ductile 
ferrocement faces.  
Sumadi and Mahyuddin (2008) develop a sandwich wall panel that is composed of 
ferrocement faces and a lightweight aerated concrete core. He conducts his study in two 
phases. Phase one comprises developing a high performance high workability slag-cement 
based ferrocement mix. The performance of the ferrocement is evaluated based on 
compressive strength, unit weight and replacement of cement by slag with 50% and 60%. 
Phase two comprises the investigation of the characteristics of the sandwich wall panel. 600 
specimens are tested and the following parameters are studied: compressive strength, flexural 
strength, failure mode, deflection, deformation, and unit weight and water absorption. The 
results of this study show that using ferrocement faces results in better compressive and 
flexural strength of the panel due to the better confinement of the aerated concrete core. 
Ferrocement also results in increasing the ductility of the panel.  
 
 
Figure 2-17: Axial load tests (Sumadi and Mahyuddin 2008) 
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Figure 2-18: Flexural load tests (Sumadi and Mahyuddin 2008) 
Hassan and Rizkalla (2010) develop an analytical approach that provides a way of 
determining the composite behavior of fully and partially composite wall panels at any given 
curvature. They calibrate their analytical approach using previous test results from literature. 
The study shows that using steel truss shear connectors is much more effective in shear 
transfer than using only vertical steel connectors. The study also illustrates the effectiveness 
of having solid concrete ribs as shear connectors. The friction between the concrete faces and 
the core also was proved to contribute highly in shear transfer in the sandwich section. The 
adverse effect of using concrete solid zones as shear connectors on the sections’ thermal 
properties are also highlighted. Research test results shows that carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer connectors fail at approximately triple the lateral load compared to steel connectors. 
Different types of foam were used as insulating core among which is the expanded 
polystyrene and the extruded polystyrene. Test results show that the extended polystyrene 
panels have better strength, stiffness and composite action when compared to the extruded 
polystyrene.  
Lucier et al. (2010) describe the structural behavior of precast pre-stressed concrete sandwich 
wall panels. The investigated wall panels are reinforced with carbon reinforced fiber shear 
connectors and are made of foam core and concrete faces.  In this study, six full scale panels 
are tested. The variables of this study were the type of foam used being EPS or XPS and the 
CFRP reinforcement ratio used. The test specimens are subjected to axial load to represent 
gravity loads and reverse cyclic lateral loads representing the wind loads.  
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The results of the experimental program show that the type, configuration and quantity of 
shear connectors affect the panel stiffness and thus deflection which is directly related to the 
degree of composite action of the panel. It is proved that CFRP shear connectors provide 
composite action without sacrificing the panel’s thermal efficiency. Finally, the experimental 
results show that the use of EPS foam with the same overall panel conditions provided better 
panel composite action compared to the XPS foam.  
Gaafar (2004) develops ferrocement sandwich panels for use as floor and wall bearing units 
In this experimental work, sandwich walls consist of two thin ferrocement layers reinforced 
with steel mesh and an autoclaved aerated lightweight concrete brick core. Eighteen 
sandwich walls are tested under three point flexural and axial compression loading as shown 
in Figure 2-19. 
 
Figure 2-19: Validation Wall Experimental Setup (Gaafar 2004) 
The panel size is 380 mm width by 1009 mm length. The effect of the following parameters 
is tested: thickness of the ferrocement layer, type of reinforcing steel mesh, and the number 
of steel reinforcement meshes in each ferrocement layer. Table 2-1 shows the different types 
of tested specimens where LB designates light block and HC designates hollow core. 
Each category in Table 2-1 consists of six typical specimens with dimensions 380 mm*1000 
mm and total thickness of either 120 mm or 140 mm. The thickness of the core material is 
kept constant at 70 mm, while the thickness of the two thin skin layers is varied. “Different 
types of steel meshes are used. These types include welded wire meshes (WWM), X8 
expanded steel meshes (ESM), and woven steel meshes (WSM). The dimensions of steel 
meshes are 350 mm by 1000 mm for all specimens.”  
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Table 2-1: Specimens’ characteristics, (Gaafar 2004) 
Designations 
No. of layers of 
reinforcement 
at each face 
Core material 
Type of 
reinforcing 
layers 
Total thickness 
(mm) 
A1 to A6 1 LB 
Welded wire 
mesh 
120 
B1 to B6 1 LB 
Welded wire 
mesh 
140 
C1 to C6 2 LB 
Welded wire 
mesh 
140 
D1 to D6 1 HC 
Welded wire 
mesh 
120 
E1 to E6 1 HC 
Welded wire 
mesh 
140 
F1 to F6 1 HC 
Expanded steel 
mesh 
140 
G1 to G6 1 HC 
Woven steel 
mesh 
140 
 
 
2.2.3 Shear and Flexural Loading 
Henin et al. (2013) test precast prestressed sandwich panels under both shear and flexural 
loads. The panels have glass fiber reinforced polymer truss shear connectors. They present 
design, detailing, production, and testing of three panels. Two of the panels are fully insulated 
while the other panel has solid concrete ends. Test results show that the number of shear 
connectors required to achieve full composite action should be calculated using the precast 
prestressed concrete institute design handbook method for horizontal shear in composite 
members. Shear connectors’ distribution should be done according to the shear force diagram 
of the panel.  
 
2.2.4 Shear Loading 
Woltman et al. (2011) conduct a comparative study of fiber reinforced polymer shear 
connectors for use in concrete sandwich wall panels. Glass fiber reinforced polymer 
connectors are used to replace steel connectors to achieve both strength and thermal 
conductivity parameters. This paper aims to reduce the thermal bridging effect and at the 
same time increase the composite action of the panel. Fourteen walls were tested under 
double shear push-out tests as per Figure 2-20. The specimens contain two concrete faces, 
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two polystyrene layers and concrete stud in the middle. The tested parameters in this research 
are the fiber reinforced polymer type, diameter and end treatment. Results show that bar 
diameter and end treatment have insignificant impacts on strength of wall panels. It’s also 
shown that GFRP connectors are stronger than polypropylene connectors as per Figure 2-21. 
Finally, adhesion between the concrete faces and the insulation layers is proved to be 
significant but couldn’t be relied upon as it can fail under thermal loads.  
 
 
Figure 2-20: Test setup (Woltman et al, 2011) 
 
Figure 2-21: Results for panels with different diameters (type D polypropylene vs. type A 
GFRP connectors) (Woltman et al, 2011) 
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Naito et al. (2011a) conduct an experimental study to evaluate commercially available shear 
connectors for concrete sandwich panel. The study involves 14 connector types which 
includes GFRP, CFRP, carbon steel, galvanized steel and stainless steel. The experiments 
involve direct shear tests as per Figure 2-22.  
 
 
Figure 2-22: Testing setup (Naito et al, 2011a) 
Three parameters are tested which are strength, stiffness and deformability of connectors. It is 
found that the stiffness of the connectors depends on the tie configuration. Truss type 
connectors are found to have higher initial stiffness when compared to pin type connectors. 
Also, shear strength is found to be increased by 21% when EPS vs. XPS insulation is used 
with carbon fiber reinforced polymer truss connector which is attributed to the fact that EPS 
has a rougher surface compared to XPS.  
Choi and Choi et al. (2015) test the behavior of precast concrete sandwich panels under shear 
push out tests with and without corrugated shear connectors. The variables under 
investigation are: two types of insulation materials as per Figure 2-23 and the width, pitch, 
and embedment length of shear connectors.  
 
Figure 2-23: EPS and XPS insulation materials (Choi and Choi 2015) 
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The test results indicate that the type of insulation material affects the bond strength between 
the concrete walls and the insulation layer considerably.  
Einea (1992) develops a system which improves the structural and thermal performance of 
precast pre-stressed sandwich wall panels. Einea uses Fiber reinforced connectors instead of 
the most often used concrete webs or steel connectors to increase the thermal efficiency of 
the section. He evaluates the structural performance of FRP connectors through pure shear 
tests performed on small scale specimens. The results of this research indicate that the FRP 
connectors need to be anchored or hooked around the steel reinforcement in the faces of the 
panel. The results of this study also proved that FRP as a material has a linear brittle behavior 
thus a factor of safety is needed when designing FRP components. The FRP connectors prove 
to have high thermal resistance and thus they increased the thermal performance of the 
section.  
 
2.2.5 Fatigue and Temperature Loading 
Post (2006) research objective is to determine the behavior of concrete sandwich wall panels 
that employ a new type of fiber reinforced polymer shear connectors. He studies the panel’s 
characteristics related to strain, fatigue, strength, and temperature. In the experimental 
program as per Figure 2-24 three panels are subjected to a differential temperature of 100°F.  
 
 
Figure 2-24: Thermal load test setup (Post, 2006) 
Another six panels, three panels have ties oriented parallel to the load and three panels have 
ties oriented perpendicular to the load applied. These six panels are used in fatigue 
characterization by being subjected to cyclic loads as per Figure 2-25.  
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Figure 2-25: Cyclic load test setup 
The results of the experimental work show that a differential temperature of 100°F didn’t 
cause shear displacements more than the tie’s maximum capacity. The results also show that 
increasing tie spacing increases the composite action of the section considerably. In addition, 
orienting tie connectors parallel to the load applied increases the panels in plane capabilities. 
 
2.2.6 Blast Loading 
Naito et al. (2011b) assess the inherent blast resistance of concrete sandwich walls. 
Experimental models are developed to predict the wall behavior to explosions from different 
standoff distances. The wall panels’ performance is assessed under a pseudo blast loading. 
Experimentally, the panels are subjected to a monotonically increasing uniform load till panel 
failure. The load deformation characteristics and the failure modes of the walls are recorded 
and analyzed. The results show that non pre-stressed wall panels show higher ductility 
compared to pre-stressed panels. The results also show that the shear ties used affect the 
flexural capacity of the panel highly. The use of foam as a core layer proves to decrease the 
flexural strength of the wall panel but it allows higher deformation before failure. The results 
show that the wall panels can provide adequate blast resistance response.   
 
2.2.7 Vertical and Diagonal In Plane Loading 
Gara et al. (2012a) perform an experimental program for in situ wall sandwich panels without 
shear connectors. The behavior of panels under in plane axial force is tested. The behavior of 
the panels under horizontal in plane forces is also studied by diagonal compression tests as 
per Figure 2-26.  
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Figure 2-26: Diagonal compressive tests (Gara et al, 2012a) 
The composite behavior of the panels is created by having foam core and reinforced concrete 
end beams. The concrete faces are sprayed onto the foam surfaces after inserting the steel 
meshes. Panels are tested by axial loads, eccentric loads for compression tests and some other 
panels are tested for diagonal compression tests. The results show that ultimate loads 
decrease as slenderness ratios of the panels increase. It was showed that for axially loaded 
panels the ultimate loads are close to the buckling loads. As for the eccentrically loaded 
panels, the ultimate loads are found to be lower than the buckling loads. The results of this 
work show that although no shear connectors are used, the panels show a degree of composite 
action. As for the diagonal compression tests, the wall panels show high cracking loads.   
2.2.8 Sustained Loading 
Kazem et al. (2015) investigate the effect of sustained loading and outdoor exposure on the 
shear strength of three faces concrete sandwich panels with fiber reinforced polymer shear 
connectors. Both types CFRP and GFRP connectors are included in the tests. Three different 
studies are conducted: short term shear strength of the panels, sustained loading effect on the 
shear transfer mechanism, and effect of outdoor exposure conditions on the panels. Direct 
shear tests are performed for study one panels. Study two panels are subjected to sustained 
load levels as shown in Figure 2-27 and then are tested in direct shear.  
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Figure 2-27: Sustained loading test set up (Kazem et al, 2015) 
The results of the tests show that for panels with CFRP connectors, the creep effect is 
noticeable during the first month of loading after which the effect is reduced. As for GFRP 
connectors’ panels, the creep effect started to reduce significantly after two weeks. 
2.2.9 Pull out Loading 
Lameiras et al. (2013) propose a sandwich panel that comprises different types of GFRP 
connectors and two thin layers of Steel Fiber Reinforced Self-Compacting Concrete. The 
proposed panel overcomes the two main disadvantages of steel shear connectors used 
generally which are: having to increase the concrete faces’ cover to protect the steel from 
corrosion and causing thermal bridges thus increasing thermal conductivity of the panels. The 
new panels are investigated using pull out tests as per Figure 2-28 to evaluate their feasibility.  
 
Figure 2-28: Pull out test set up (Lameiras et al, 2013) 
The results of the tests show that the specimens rupture near the CFRP holes. The results also 
show that despite the small thickness of the SFRSCC faces, the connectors provide the 
highest load carrying capacity and present a significant ductility after peak load. 
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2.2.10 Wind Pressure and Suction Loading 
Choi and JunHee et al. (2015) investigate the behavior of insulated concrete sandwich wall 
panels under positive and negative (suction and pressure) loading. Eighteen specimens with 
different parameters including type of insulation, surface roughness, and number of glass 
fiber reinforced polymer connectors are tested. The composite action, failure modes, bond 
and shear flow strength are studied. Results of the tests show that walls with EPS under 
positive loading have weak dependence on the number of shear connectors. Because of the 
absorptiveness of the EPS material high adhesive bond was created between the core and 
faces which governed that behavior of the panels. On the other hand, panels with EPS under 
negative loading show strong dependence on the number of shear connectors due to the 
weaker adhesive bond as a result of the tensile force. While XPS walls under both positive 
and negative loading are proved to depend on the number of shear connectors strongly.  
2.3 Finite Element Modeling Work 
2.3.1 Flexural Loading 
Al-Kashif et al. (2012) carry out nonlinear modeling and analysis of autoclaved aerated 
concrete in-filled sandwich panels under out of plane loads using ANSYS software. In a 
previous research conducted by the same research group experimental testing was conducted 
for AAC sandwich panels subjected to bending. In this research detailed finite element 
modeling of the panels is conducted. The results from the model are validated with the 
previously carried out experimental results and the model is proved to be of high level of 
accuracy. Solid elements are used to model the concrete and the autoclaved aerated concrete 
blocks. The solid element in use solid 65 was chosen as it ia capable of modeling the crushing 
and cracking failure of the concrete elements. Link 8 element is used to model the steel 
elements namely the reinforcement and shear connectors. The element is treated as truss 
element as bending is not permitted as these elements are immersed on the concrete zones. To 
prevent slippage of shear connectors from the concrete faces, shear connectors are connected 
to nodes at mid thickness of the faces. The representation of the steel reinforcement is done 
as discrete to model the actual shape of the reinforcement as shown in Figure 2-29 and not 
just assume a uniform reinforcement like what is done when the smeared option is activated. 
Meshing of the concrete elements is shown in Figure 2-30. 
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Figure 2-29: Modeling of reinforcement and shear connectors (Al-Kashif et al, 2012) 
 
 
Figure 2-30: Modeling of concrete elements connectors (Al-Kashif et al, 2012) 
The interface between the core and the faces is modeled using contact and target elements 
namely contact174 and target170. The contact elements are put on the core and the target 
elements are put on the faces. The contact stiffness value between the two surfaces is defined. 
In this study default contact stiffness values are used. The friction between the two surfaces is 
modeled using the model built in ANSYS software Coulomb Friction Model. This model 
depends in the friction coefficient that is input in the model. In this study the friction 
coefficient used is 0.001 to simulate a very weak friction between the two surfaces. The load 
was applied on nodes incrementally. The results of the study show that the shear connectors’ 
embedment length highly contributes to the panel stiffness. The modeled panels showed 
tensile cracks at mid span which matched well with the cracking found in the tested panels. 
Further investigation still needs to be done to estimate different friction parameters for input 
in the finite element model.  
Abdel-Mooty et al. (2012b) in their paper “Flexural and Shear Behavior of Composite 
Concrete Sandwich Panels with Autoclaved Aerated Concrete Infill”, develop a nonlinear 
finite element model using ANSYS software and its results are compared to the obtained 
experimental results. In this study shear is transferred with three different mechanisms. The 
first mechanism depends on the friction between the core and the faces and involved no shear 
connectors. The second mechanism depends on a steel truss (panels B1 and B2) and the third 
mechanism involves concrete webs that transfer the shear across the core (panels W1 and 
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W2). The deflection of a solid slab was calculated to be compared to the sandwich panels’ 
deflection (COMP). The results of the study show that panels with concrete webs maintain 
composite action until failure unlike the ones with steel truss connectors where face sliding 
occurred before failure leading to a loss in composite action and resulting in an abrupt 
decrease in the panel deflection. When comparing AAC panels to ordinary foam panels, it is 
found that the AAC slab continues to resist load after the failure of the steel connectors which 
is due to the fact that the shear resistance of the panel is partially given by the AAC not only 
by the shear connectors as in ordinary foam panels.  
The use of sandwich panels with textile reinforced concrete faces and polyurethane foam core 
is investigated by Cuypers et al. (2011). Experimental testing and finite element modeling are 
done and their results are compared. Textile reinforced concrete is said to have higher 
durability than the more frequently used glass fiber reinforced concrete. The textile 
reinforced concrete is an inorganic composite material that has good workability, fire 
resistance and mechanical properties. The textile faces focus on IPC as matrix material. The 
IPC under compression has a linear behavior while under tension it has a nonlinear behavior 
due to the formation of micro cracks at low stress levels. Several finite element models were 
created using ANSYS software with different complexity levels. As for experimental testing, 
panels were tested under four point load tests.  
Benayoune et al. (2006) study the structural behavior of precast concrete sandwich panels 
both using experimental testing and theoretical modeling. The results of the experimental 
work are compared to the results of the finite element model and the model proved to 
represent an accurate estimate of the experimental results. For the finite element model, 
LUSAS software is used. A Four nodded 3D flat thin shell element having 6 degrees of 
freedom at each node that takes into account both membrane and flexural deformation is used 
to model the concrete faces. A 3D straight bar element that has 3 degrees of freedom at each 
node with moment release end conditions is used to model the steel bars.  
Shear connectors’ effect on the composite behavior of the panel and on the ultimate strength 
is analyzed and it is shown that the stiffness of the shear connectors has very huge impact on 
the strength and the composite action of the panels. The precast sandwich slabs’ behavior 
matches the behavior of solid slabs with regard to the slabs failure modes when the sandwich 
panels have high degree of composite behavior.  It was also observed that as the number of 
shear connectors increases the load capacity of the panels increase dramatically.  In testing 
the specimens the steel truss is linked to the steel mesh in the faces to eliminate separation 
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probability between layers. Upon testing the slabs it was observed that cracks first occurred at 
60% of the ultimate load of the panel.  
Gara et al. (Engineering Structures 37, 2012) study in-situ concrete sandwich floor panels 
without shear connectors. The panels are subjected to four point load tests. The panels are 
simply supported and the load was applied by means of hydraulic jack. The tested panels 
have three internal layer thicknesses and three different lengths. A 2D static nonlinear 
displacement based numerical analysis was conducted using seismostruct software. The 
results of the tests show that the panels behave as semi-composite with low slippage between 
the two faces. Large slippage didn’t occur because of the two side end beams attached to the 
panels.  
 
2.3.2 Axial Loading 
Benayoune et al. (2007) study numerically the response of precast reinforced concrete 
sandwich panels to axial loading. Tests are conducted to determine the axial strength capacity 
of the panel and to compare the results to the numerical model. The factors analyzed are 
stress strain section response, variation of strain across the core, shear connectors’ strains and 
cracks under increasing loads. The test results and the finite element model results are 
compared with available design formulas for solid walls to determine if they are applicable to 
sandwich panels. As a result, a semi-empirical formula is developed to best fit the performed 
tests and the finite element model results. In the experimental testing, six specimens are 
tested and the polystyrene is inserted in between the faces and the shear connectors.  
LUSAS software is used to develop the finite element model. After analyzing the results, it is 
shown that the panel with larger aspect ratio (the more slender panel) deflects much more 
than the less slender panel under the same load. It is also shown that before concrete cracked 
the panels has a linear load deflection curve and once cracks occurred this non linearity is 
disturbed. The effect of changing the core thickness on the panel lateral deflection is proved 
to be almost insignificant. When lateral deflection is studied along the entire panel height and 
it is apparent that lateral deflection increases noticeably only before failure of the panel. It is 
observed that before cracking the middle part of the panel deflects the most and once 
cracking occurs the lateral deflection at the upper part of the panel is much greater than at the 
middle of the panel. The panels also proved to have considerably good composite action as 
the two faces always deflect together. The strain in the insulation layer is noted for different 
loads and it is observed that as the load increases strain discontinuity increases which can be 
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attributed to the fact that the panels behave almost in a fully composite manner until the 
applied load approaches failure load. The finite element results are compared to the 
experimental results for the load deflection profiles. The model results matches the 
experimental ones until the first crack occurs. In general, the first crack occurs from 44-79 % 
of the ultimate load for all panels.  
 
2.3.3 Vertical and Horizontal Loading 
Abdel Mooty et al. (2011) combine ferrocement with autoclaved aerated concrete and create 
a nonlinear model for masonry wall and validate the model by comparing it to experimental 
testing. The wall is subjected to vertical and horizontal loads. The model mesh is shown in 
Figure 2-31 
 
Figure 2-31: Meshing of the model (Abdel Mooty et al,                                                      
2011) 
The nonlinear 3D finite element model is created using ANSYS software. The panels are 
created and tested against vertical and lateral loads. However, the slippage between the 
mortar joints and the block is not accounted for due to the complexity involved in modeling 
the contact between the mortar joints and the block units. A solid brick element is used to 
model the block units, mortar and ferrocement. The element possesses 8 nodes with 3 degrees 
of freedom at each node. This element type is selected because of its ability to model the 
concrete and to detect the cracking and crushing behavior. A link element is used to model 
the steel dowel used to fix the blocks to the concrete base.  
The experimental results and the theoretical model results correlate very well together when 
comparing the ultimate loads of the panels. On the other hand, excessive displacement were 
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observed in the experimental results due to the separation of the wall from the base which 
was not modeled in the theoretical model correctly because of the complexity of modeling 
this separation.   
 
2.3.4 Flexural and Shear Loading 
Kabir (2005) study the structural performance of sandwich panels under shear and bending 
loads. A finite element model is created using ANSYS software and compared with 
experimental work. In developing the finite element model element solid 65 is used to model 
the concrete as it can crack under tension and crush under compression thus it represents the 
behavior of the panel accurately. The element also treats material non-linearity such as 
crushing, plastic deformation and creep. The steel reinforcement and the shear connectors are 
modeled using beam 23 element which is a uniaxial element with axial and bending 
capabilities and that has plastic creep and swelling capabilities. Experimental testing is 
performed and the results matched well with the model results’.  
 
2.3.5 Eccentric Loading 
Benayoune et al. (2008) investigate the structural behavior of eccentrically loaded precast 
sandwich panels with steel truss connectors under eccentric loads. They develop a finite 
element model using LUSAS software. Vertical cross-section with one-shear connector along 
the height of the wall is considered. The steel reinforcement and the truss connectors were 
each modeled by 2-D isoparametric bar elements with two degrees of freedom at each node. 
To resemble experimental set up, support conditions are considered pinned at the top and 
fixed at the bottom. The load was applied at an eccentricity of 40 mm as per the experimental 
test. The model takes into account large displacement effect using a Total Lagragian 
formulation. 
Results obtained show that panels act in a fully composite manner under eccentric loading till 
failure. The ultimate strength of the PCSPs decreases non-linearly with the increase in the 
slenderness ratio. 
 
2.4 Conclusion 
Most of the work done previously on sandwich wall panels is experimental work which was 
validated by a simple analytical or finite element model. The previous work done in the 
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subject of sandwich wall panels as can be understood from the literature review presented 
above doesn’t include a throughout finite element study on sandwich walls subjected to both 
axial and out of plane lateral loads simultaneously. The previous work also doesn’t comprise 
a parametric study that includes key parameters that constitute the sandwich panel such as the 
face thickness, the shear connector spans and concrete compressive strengths. Thus, this 
research aims to study the combined effect of both axial loads and out of plane lateral loads 
on load bearing sandwich walls. In addition, this research intends to study the effect of 
varying different parameters on the load bearing capacity of the wall sections. These 
parameters include the thickness of face, the number of shear connectors together with the 
compressive strength of the concrete used. This research aims to study the structural behavior 
of axially loaded sandwich walls in range of eccentricity from 0.06 m to 0.43 m by 
conducting a comprehensive parametric study and developing an important equation through 
which the interaction diagram of any sandwich wall can be predicted. 
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 CHAPTER 3 - MODELING AND VALIDATION 
 
To achieve the objectives of the research, the sandwich walls are modeled and analyzed using 
finite elements method. The commercial finite elements analysis software ANSYS is used in 
the present investigation. ANYSY software allows for the construction of computer models 
of structures and the application of design loads and other design criteria. It allows for the 
study of structural response of the model including stress and strain levels, temperature 
distributions, pressure, etc. ANSYS also accommodates material nonlinearity, crushing and 
crashing of concrete and yielding of steel. 
ANSYS program applies nonlinear solution techniques using Newton Raphson equilibrium 
iterations. The idea behind nonlinear analysis resides in the fact that the applied load in not 
applied in one step but it is divided to load steps or increments. After each load step is 
applied the model stiffness matrix is adjusted to reflect the nonlinear changes in the structural 
stiffness of the structure. Convergence at each load step has tolerance limits that should be set 
for each model depending on the model conditions and parameters (Kachlakev et al, 2001). 
The main parameters of any ANSYS model are as follows: 
 Element Types 
 Material Properties 
 Real Constants 
 Element Sizes 
 Boundary Conditions 
3.1 Modeled Walls 
A total of 39 walls were modeled in this study. Three solid walls were modeled with 
compressive strengths 25 MPa, 36 MPa and 45 MPa. Thirty six sandwich walls were 
modeled with variable face layer thickness, number of connecting webs, and concrete 
compressive strength. Figure 3-1 illustrates the different sandwich wall parameters studied 
herein. For the solid walls modeled, the coding comprises “S” for solid wall followed by 
compressive strength value.  
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Sandwich wall coding is done by listing the number of connecting webs (shear connectors) 
followed by the face layer thickness then the concrete compressive strength.  
 
Figure 3-1: Modeled Sandwich Walls Parameters 
Elevations and sections for the 39 modeled walls are given in Figure 3-2 through 3-6. 
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4
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Figure 3-2: Solid Wall Elevation (a) and Section (b) 
 
Figure 3-3: Sandwich Wall with 1 Connector Elevation (a) and Section (b) 
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Figure 3-4: Sandwich Wall with 2 Connectors Elevation (a) and Section (b) 
 
Figure 3-5: Sandwich Wall with 3 Connectors Elevation (a) and Section (b) 
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Figure 3-6 Sandwich Wall with 4 Connectors Elevation (a) and Section (b) 
Table 3-1 lists the 39 walls with their individual characteristics and designations. 
To achieve uniform displacement of top nodes, a 100 mm rigid steel beam was added. Also, 
the bottom of the walls was fixed to achieve proper support fixation as in Figure 3-7 
Figure 3-7: Top Beam and Supports 
A steel mesh is put in each concrete face. The shear connecters reinforcing steel bars are 
linked to the steel meshes in the faces. The reinforcing steel bars details are given in Figure 
3-8. 
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Table 3-1: Walls Characteristics and Coding 
Wall Number Wall Code 
Number of 
Shear 
Connectors 
(#) 
Face 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Compressive Strength (MPa) 
1 110025 1 100 25 
2 210025 2 100 25 
3 310025 3 100 25 
4 410025 4 100 25 
5 112525 1 125 25 
6 212525 2 125 25 
7 312525 3 125 25 
8 412525 4 125 25 
9 115025 1 150 25 
10 215025 2 150 25 
11 315025 3 150 25 
12 415025 4 150 25 
13 110036 1 100 36 
14 210036 2 100 36 
15 310036 3 100 36 
16 410036 4 100 36 
17 112536 1 125 36 
18 212536 2 125 36 
19 312536 3 125 36 
20 412536 4 125 36 
21 115036 1 150 36 
22 215036 2 150 36 
23 315036 3 150 36 
24 415036 4 150 36 
25 110045 1 100 45 
26 210045 2 100 45 
27 310045 3 100 45 
28 410045 4 100 45 
29 112545 1 125 45 
30 212545 2 125 45 
31 312545 3 125 45 
32 412545 4 125 45 
33 115045 1 150 45 
34 215045 2 150 45 
35 315045 3 150 45 
36 415045 4 150 45 
37 S25 - - 25 
38 S36 - - 36 
39 S45 - - 45 
 
.  
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Figure 3-8: Reinforcing Steel Bars Details (Elevation and Side View) 
3.2 Finite Element Model Parameters 
3.2.1 Element Types 
The Element types used in the model are: 
Solid 65 
The reinforced concrete faces are modeled with solid 65 which is shown in Figure 3-9. The 
solid is capable of cracking in tension and crushing in compression. It is defined by eight 
nodes having three degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the nodal x, y, and z 
directions. 
 
3000 mm 
2800mm 
3000 mm 2800mm 
200 mm 
200 mm 
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Figure 3-9: Solid 65 Element Orientation 
Link 8 
The steel bars are modeled with link 8. The three-dimensional spar element is a uniaxial 
tension-compression element with three degrees of freedom at each node as shown in Figure 
3-10, which are translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions. As in a pin-jointed structure, 
no bending of the element is considered (Kachlakev et al, 2001). 
 
Figure 3-10: Link 8 element orientation 
Solid 46 
The steel plate is modeled with solid 46 which is shown in Figure 3-11. Solid 45 is defined 
by eight nodes having three degrees of freedom at each node which are translations in the 
nodal x, y, and z directions. The element has plasticity, creep, swelling, stress stiffening, 
large deflection and large strain capabilities.  
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Figure 3-11: Solid 46 Element Orientation 
3.2.2 Material Properties 
Concrete  
The compressive strength of the concrete fc and tensile strength fr are governed by the 
following equations (Kachlakev et al, 2001). 
𝑓𝑐 = (
𝐸
57000
)
2
       (3.1) 
fr = 7.5 √fc                                                                                                                          (3.2) 
Where, E is the material modulus of elasticity and fc, fr and E are in psi. These were 
converted to SI units to be used in the model.  
The compressive stress strain relationship for concrete is derived using Figure 3-12. 
f =
Eε
1+(
ε
εo
)
2                                                                                                                          (3.3a) 
εo =
2fc
E
                             (3.3b) 
E =
f
ε
                   (3.3c) 
Where, ε is the strain at a given f and εo is the strain at the ultimate stress. 
These relationships lead to the compression stress strain curve in Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12: Concrete theoritical stress strain curve 
Poisson’s ratio v is assumed to be 0.2. Shear transfer coefficient represents conditions of the 
cracked face. It’s a number that varies between 0 in case of a very smooth crack representing 
the total loss of shear and 1 for a rough crack representing no loss of shear. For reinforced 
concrete structures open crack shear coefficient varies between 0.05 and 0.25, here it’s taken 
as 0.2, while closed shear coefficient varies between 0.7 and 0.9 and is taken here as 0.9.  
Reinforcing Steel Bars 
The steel bars are modeled as bilinear isotropic hardening materials. The modulus of 
elasticity of steel was assumed to be 200 GPa. The yield stress was assumed to be 400 MPa 
and Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.3. Tangent modulus was assumed to be 20. As 
shown in Figure 3-13 the stress strain relationship of steel is symmetrical in tension and 
compression. 
Rigid Steel Beam 
The steel beam is modeled as linear elastic material with modulus of elasticity equals to 300 
GPa and Possion’s ratio of 0.3. 
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Figure 3-13: Steel theoretical stress strain curve 
3.2.3 Real Constants 
Solid 65 (Concrete) 
The rebar ratio is kept as default in the concrete faces and connecting webs because the steel 
bars are modeled as link 8 elements and not smeared into the concrete. 
Link 8 (Reinforcing Steel Bars) 
The cross sectional area of the steel bars is inserted noting that the bars used are either ɸ10 or 
ɸ13. 
 
Figure 3-14: Link 8 element real constant 
Solid 46 (Rigid Steel Beam) 
Solid 46 real constant is left as default. 
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3.2.4 Element Sizes 
In the concrete faces the mesh is created in a way as to link the nodes in the concrete to the 
nodes in the reinforcing steel bars so the concrete and steel behave as one unit. The element 
sizes in the model are selected so that they are not large enough to cause inaccurate results 
and not too small to cause complications while running the model. Elements were chosen to 
be 100 mm by 100 mm except for the elements near the shear connectors which were chosen 
to be 50 mm by 50 mm as per Figure 3-15. 
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Figure 3-15: Elements meshing 
3.2.5 Boundary Conditions 
The wall is restrained in x, y and z directions from the bottom to represent fixed support 
condition. While from the top it is restrained in the x direction to represent testing condition. 
As for the applied loads they are applied as displacements. The displacements are applied on 
the top nodes in both axial direction and out of plane directions. The lateral displacement is 
always applied as ratio of the axial displacement to represent eccentricity. For each wall 
model three ratios of lateral to axial displacements were selected which are 5, 10 and 30 to 
depict three points on the interaction diagram. 
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3.2.6 Analysis and Procedures 
The analysis conducted by ANSYS is small displacement nonlinear static analysis. The 
model nonlinearity evolves from nonlinearity of material. The convergence criteria are left as 
default. As for the number of sub-steps, it is changed for each run until reaching the 
maximum convergence limit possible.  
3.3 Model Validation 
The model is validated using experimental work in literature. This is done by building a 
model similar to the specimen used in the previous experimental work and applying the same 
support and loading conditions. The model results are compared with the previous 
experimental results to achieve model validation. The chosen experimental study applies 
axial load only. This is because there was no research found in literature that applies range of 
eccentric loading close to the load applied herein.  
As stated in literature, the paper choosen to validate the model develops ferrocement 
sandwich panels for use as floor and wall bearing units (Gaafar 2004). In this experimental 
work, sandwich walls consist of two thin ferrocement layers reinforced with steel mesh and 
an autoclaved aerated lightweight concrete brick core. The panel size is 380 mm width by 
1000 mm length. The sample chosen for model validation is Sample B as shown in Table 2-1. 
It has mortar faces 1 reinforced layer per face light brick core of 4-5 MPa compressive 
strength welded core mesh and 140 mm total thickness. 
The experimental testing resulted in average experimental ultimate compressive strength load 
of 415 kN and specimen failure as per Figure 3-16. 
 
Figure 3-16: Specimen Failure (Gaafar 2004) 
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Finite Element Model 
Two element types are used in this model. For mortar and light bricks element solid 65 is 
used and for the rigid steel plate element solid 46 is used as shown in Figure 3-17.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-17: Validation model element types 
Mortar is modeled using concrete material with the properties and stress-strain curve given in 
Figure 3-18 
. 
 
Figure 3-18: Validation model concrete 
Steel Plate 
Mortar 
Light 
Bricks 
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The smeared steel reinforcement is modeled using bilinear isotropic material type as shown 
in Figure 3-19. 
 
Figure 3-19: Validation model steel Reinforcement modeled material 
The steel plate is modeled using linear isotropic material as in Figure 3-20. 
 
Figure 3-20: Validation model steel plate modeled material properties 
Finally light bricks were modeled using concrete material as shown in Figure 3-21. 
 
 
Figure 3-21: Validation model light brick modeled material properties 
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For the mortar faces the steel is modeled as smeared with the volume ratio shown in Figure 
3-22. 
The steel orientation angles theta and phi are defined as per Figure 3-23 and are determined 
according to the orientation of the element with respect to the global axles.  
 
Figure 3-22: Validation model element solid 65 real constant 
The real constants for the steel plate and the light bricks are kept as default. 
The element sizes are chosen to be 47.5 by 50 by 35 mm as shown in Figure 3-23. 
The wall is restricted from the bottom in the x, y and z directions. One of the top nodes is 
restricted in the x and z directions while the others are left unrestricted in all directions. 
Displacement of a value of 0.6 mm was applied to the top nodes to represent applied loads. 
The analysis done by ANSYS is small displacement static linear analysis. The convergence 
criteria were kept as default. As for the number of sub-steps, it is changed for each run until 
reaching the maximum convergence limit possible.  
 
Figure 3-23: Validation model wall mesh 
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The ultimate axial load was found to be 437.14 kN. The cracking pattern is shown in Figure 
3-24. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-24: Validation model cracking pattern 
Comparison of Results 
Experimental work results in ultimate axial load of 415 kN while the model has 437.14 kN 
ultimate axial load resulting in an error of 5.3% which is considered acceptable. Also the 
cracking pattern was shown to be almost identical experimentally and numerically. This is 
considered as a sound validation for the numerical model. 
3.4 Analytical Investigation Methodology 
For each of the 39 walls the interaction diagram in the range of eccentricity from 0.06 m to 
0.43 m is drawn using 3 points. These points represent ratios between the applied moment 
and the applied axial load. As mentioned before, load is applied in the form of displacement. 
The points selected are as follows: 
1. Ratio of lateral displacement applied on top of the wall to axial displacement = 5. 
2. Ratio of lateral displacement applied on top of the wall to axial displacement = 10. 
3. Ratio of lateral displacement applied on top of the wall to axial displacement = 30. 
For each of the three points a value of displacement is applied so that it exceeds the 
maximum allowable displacement of the wall which is determined as per the criteria of 
failure listed below. As the model runs and the maximum allowable displacement is reached 
by ANSYS the software stops and the corresponding force is extracted from the model. The 
lateral force extracted is multiplied by the height to reach the maximum allowable moment 
for each point. Failure criteria is defined as one of the following: 
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1. Concrete reaches ultimate compressive strength. 
2. Concrete reaches ultimate tensile strength. 
3. Concrete reaches ultimate shear strength. 
4. Steel reaches ultimate tensile strength.  
Once one or more of the above conditions is/are reached, the analysis stops and the 
corresponding ultimate forces for the wall are recorded.  
To be able to correlate the walls and analyze the effect of each parameter on its own, three 
clusters were created each one involving one of the parameters studies, which are: 
1. Cluster 1: Effect of fcu (ts and n are kept constant while fcu is varied). 
2. Cluster 2: Effect of ts (fcu and n are kept constant while ts is varied). 
3. Cluster 3: Effect of n (fcu and ts are kept constant while n is varied). 
After studying the effect of each parameter and analyzing its importance, the data points used 
to draw the interaction diagrams are used to predict equation for the coefficient α that is used 
to transform the solid wall interaction diagram to sandwich wall interaction diagram based on 
the sandwich wall characteristics. The whole idea of the coefficient predicted is to use it to 
transform the solid wall interaction diagrams to sandwich wall interaction diagram by 
multiplying the independent variable (x-axis or lateral load axis) and the dependent variable 
(y-axis or axial load axis) by α.  
α is calculated using the ANSYS model results as per Equation 3.4. 
𝛼 =
𝑀
𝑀𝑜
=
𝑃
𝑃𝑜
                                            (3.4) 
M Sandwich Wall Moment obtained from ANSYS. 
Mo Solid Wall Moment obtained from ANSYS. 
P Axial force obtained from ANSYS. 
Po Solid Wall Axial force obtained from ANSYS. 
The equation of α is predicted using regression analysis. α predicted from regression (αp) is a 
function of fcu, n, ts and e as per Equation 3.5. 
αP = f(
e
t
,
fcu
fy
,
2ts
t
,
𝐭𝐰𝐧
𝐰
)                (3.5) 
Where, 
e Eccentricity   
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t Total wall thickness 
fy Steel yield strength 
tw Web thickness 
w Wall width 
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 CHAPTER 4 - ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND 
PARAMETRIC STUDY RESULTS 
 
The study conducted herein aims to evaluate the behavior of the investigated 36 sandwich 
walls while changing key parameters including concrete compressive strength (fcu), face layer 
thickness (ts), and number of concrete webs (shear connectors) (n). The interaction diagram 
between the applied axial force and the bending moment is drawn for each studied wall. To 
be able to draw the wall interaction diagram for range of (0.06 m to 0.43 m) eccentricity, 
three ratios of lateral displacement to axial displacement (5, 10, and 30) were selected to 
generate three points on the interaction diagram. Each model was analyzed for each of the 
three ratios. Accordingly, 108 computer runs for the sandwich walls in addition to 9 runs for 
the solid walls were performed using ANSYS finite element program. 
4.1 Finite Element Model Results 
Table 4-2 through 4-4 list the finite element model results for the 39 modeled walls. Table 4-
2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 list the results for ratios of lateral to axial displacement of 5, 10 
and 30 respectively. Table 4-1 shows all modeled walls with their eccentricities. The 
compressive strength is designated by “xx”. 
 
Wall # 
Ratio 5 Ratio 10 Ratio 30 
25 36 45 25 36 45 25 36 45 
Sxx 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.29 0.28 0.29 
1100xx 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.43 0.31 0.22 
2100xx 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.24 
3100xx 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.23 0.23 
4100xx 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.29 0.29 0.28 
1125xx 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.25 0.25 0.28 
2125xx 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.18 0.15 0.14 0.24 0.22 0.22 
3125xx 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.27 0.24 0.24 0.32 0.32 0.32 
4125xx 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.25 0.21 0.21 0.33 0.29 0.29 
1150xx 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.29 0.27 0.26 
2150xx 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.32 0.32 0.32 
3150xx 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.30 0.31 0.31 
4150xx 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.29 0.29 0.29 
 
Table 4-1: Modeled Walls Eccentricities 
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Wall # 
Maximum Attained 
Steel Axial Stress 
Maximum Attained 
Concrete Axial Stress 
Maximum 
Attained 
Concrete 
Shear 
Stress 
MPa 
Analytical Model 
Failure Load 
Tensile 
MPa 
Compressive 
MPa 
Tensile 
MPa 
Compressive 
MPa 
Axial 
Force  
kN 
Bending 
Moment 
kN.m 
S25 30 -206 0.60 -26.40 3.60 11,135 1,950 
S36 36 -288 0.53 -35.80 5.70 16,680 2,887 
S45 41 -300 0.60 -43.20 6.30 20,005 3,502 
110025 303 -147 - -21.60 6.00 6,961 549 
110036 390 -164 - -33.00 8.50 9,351 731 
110045 400 -224 - -41.30 12.70 14,565 932 
112525 386 -188 - -23.00 5.90 8,773 661 
112536 400 -203 - -33.50 8.90 13,893 917 
112545 400 -188 - -40.00 9.80 15,768 1,092 
115025 400 -184 - -23.10 6.00 12,042 918 
115036 400 -240 - -34.60 7.80 15,914 1,262 
115045 400 -144 - -45.00 7.90 17,998 1,580 
210025 286 -188 - -23.60 5.90 7,734 978 
210036 399 -225 - -34.70 8.50 11,506 1,428 
210045 400 -221 - -41.30 10.00 13,510 1,658 
212525 347 182 - -23.70 7.00 9,838 1,139 
212536 400 -200 - -33.40 9.10 13,903 1,554 
212545 400 -203 - -40.00 10.30 16,139 1,772 
215025 400 -193 - -23.70 5.70 11,982 1,324 
215036 411 -236 - -34.70 7.30 18,097 1,812 
215045 416 -229 - -42.00 8.50 21,887 2,137 
310025 178 -185 0.00 -23.40 5.40 7,288 1,232 
310036 285 -223 - -35.20 8.30 11,162 1,839 
310045 338 -239 - -42.40 9.50 13,328 2,194 
312525 343 -194 - -24.00 5.60 9,708 1,406 
312536 400 -209 - -33.80 7.60 13,750 1,939 
312545 400 -234 - -42.30 10.30 17,359 2,335 
315025 400 -214 - -24.20 4.60 11,469 1,584 
315036 400 -243 - -36.00 7.00 17,308 2,264 
315045 400 -234 - -41.60 8.00 19,947 2,585 
410025 216 -182 - -24.50 4.80 7,746 1,423 
410036 298 -235 - -35.60 6.80 11,293 2,046 
410045 216 -182 - -44.60 8.80 14,203 2,561 
412525 248 -174 0.20 -23.70 5.70 9,238 1,538 
412536 360 -243 0.00 -35.50 7.80 13,990 2,273 
412545 400 -228 - -42.00 9.20 16,362 2,673 
415025 289 -191 0.00 -24.60 4.60 11,461 1,729 
415036 391 -221 - -35.20 6.50 16,442 2,481 
415045 400 -237 0.27 -43.00 10.80 20,103 3,021 
Table 4-2: Model Results for Ratio 5 
Table 4-2 
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Wall # 
Maximum Attained Steel 
Axial Stress 
Maximum Attained 
Concrete Axial Stress 
Maximum 
Attained 
Concrete 
Shear 
Stress MPa 
Analytical Model 
Failure Loads 
Tensile 
MPa 
Compressive 
MPa 
Tensile 
MPa 
Compressive 
MPa 
Axial 
Force 
kN 
Bending 
Moment 
kN.m 
S25 76 -243 0.26 -38.00 4.10 8,865 2,109 
S36 118 -310 0.26 -38.00 6.00 12,903 3,034 
S45 129 -288 0.30 -45.30 5.90 15,239 3,628 
110025 313 -100 0.00 -22.00 5.50 4,005 666 
110036 400 -107 0.00 -34.00 7.20 5,340 900 
110045 404 -111 - -43.00 10.50 9,198 1,158 
112525 400 -94 0.16 -24.00 6.30 5,078 732 
112536 400 -98 0.30 -29.00 6.60 6,254 966 
112545 400 -107 0.50 -42.00 9.60 7,618 1,180 
115025 400 -95 0.08 -25.00 5.20 7,127 1,048 
115036 400 -98 0.30 -34.00 6.60 8,390 1,441 
115045 400 -98 0.08 -44.00 5.60 9,538 1,837 
210025 393 -151 0.00 -23.60 6.70 5,690 1,124 
210036 400 -159 0.00 -35.00 8.50 7,308 1,475 
210045 400 -154 0.00 -41.00 9.00 8,990 1,750 
212525 404 -170 - -24.00 7.00 5,832 1,318 
212536 426 -190 - -34.10 9.50 8,157 1,735 
212545 411 -190 - -44.00 9.50 10,146 1,975 
215025 421 -213 0.00 -23.40 5.50 8,235 1,496 
215036 426 -190 - -34.40 8.20 13,889 2,018 
215045 435 -213 - -43.00 10.10 17,428 2,476 
310025 274 -180 0.00 -24.00 6.80 5,386 1,429 
310036 393 -204 0.20 -36.20 8.60 8,396 2,033 
310045 400 -241 0.23 -46.00 11.00 10,850 2,573 
312525 400 -173 0.02 -24.00 9.90 5,983 1,501 
312536 400 -178 0.04 -33.40 8.40 9,736 2,071 
312545 400 -187 0.02 -40.10 9.90 11,789 2,725 
315025 400 -168 0.42 -25.20 5.50 8,771 1,772 
315036 400 -190 0.40 -35.00 7.40 12,947 2,370 
315045 400 -203 - -42.80 8.70 16,372 2,859 
410025 291 -177 0.24 -26.00 5.40 6,133 1,611 
410036 400 -223 0.30 -38.00 7.90 9,085 2,344 
410045 400 -249 0.60 -47.00 9.90 11,318 2,915 
412525 350 -175 0.20 -26.00 6.30 7,498 1,793 
412536 400 -223 0.15 -36.50 8.90 10,555 2,491 
412545 400 -200 0.00 -44.00 8.80 11,436 2,911 
415025 376 -176 0.72 -26.20 5.40 8,927 1,990 
415036 400 -195 0.30 -35.60 7.00 12,046 2,672 
415045 400 -226 0.40 -45.30 8.90 15,739 3,361 
  
Table 4-3: Model Results for Ratio 10 
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Wall # 
Maximum Attained 
Steel Axial Stress 
Maximum Attained 
Concrete Axial Stress 
Maximum 
Attained 
Concrete 
Shear 
Stress MPa 
Analytical Model 
Failure Loads 
Tensile 
MPa 
Compressive 
MPa 
Tensile 
MPa 
Compressive 
MPa 
Axial 
Force 
kN 
Bending 
Moment 
kN.m 
S25 132 -176 0.42 -26.20 2.90 6,516 1,868 
S36 211 -324 0.56 -37.00 9.80 9,430 2,606 
S45 205 -240 0.70 47.00 5.90 11,808 3,375 
110025 349 -40 1.10 -21.50 3.90 1,341 571 
110036 400 -45 1.10 -33.00 3.90 2,341 715 
110045 403 -67 2.40 -42.00 9.70 4,521 974 
112525 400 -127 0.52 -24.00 6.60 3,715 684 
112536 400 -77 0.52 -27.00 8.10 4,524 920 
112545 400 -130 1.00 -44.00 10.00 4,524 1,100 
115025 400 -97 0.42 -24.00 8.40 5,149 992 
115036 400 -64 0.52 -33.50 6.00 5,454 1,258 
115045 400 -97 0.42 -44.00 8.40 7,047 1,618 
210025 400 -136 1.00 -23.10 6.60 3,833 1,103 
210036 400 -124 1.00 -34.00 8.00 4,615 1,341 
210045 400 -126 1.15 -41.00 9.10 5,799 1,640 
212525 400 -119 0.30 -22.80 7.00 4,812 1,223 
212536 400 -112 0.20 -33.00 8.90 6,336 1,567 
212545 400 -112 0.20 -41.00 8.90 6,308 1,791 
215025 416 -111 0.16 -22.30 5.90 5,784 1,375 
215036 430 -135 0.20 -31.00 7.70 8,185 1,836 
215045 442 -121 0.20 -38.00 9.20 10,361 2,256 
310025 268 -173 1.80 -25.00 5.90 4,222 1,350 
310036 390 -171 2.40 -35.50 8.20 6,045 1,913 
310045 400 -194 3.11 44.40 10.00 7,352 2,329 
312525 400 -144 1.00 -23.00 9.50 4,261 1,417 
312536 400 -145 1.00 -33.60 8.10 7,051 2,022 
312545 400 -153 1.00 -40.10 9.50 8,333 2,377 
315025 400 -114 0.95 22.60 5.00 5,398 1,550 
315036 400 -141 0.34 -33.30 7.20 8,227 2,182 
315045 400 -136 0.20 -41.70 7.20 10,421 2,705 
410025 283 -148 1.40 -25.00 5.00 4,553 1,468 
410036 374 -180 1.00 -36.00 7.20 6,504 2,084 
410045 400 -207 2.60 -45.00 8.80 8,187 2,611 
412525 320 -183 1.00 -24.40 5.80 5,288 1,564 
412536 400 -213 2.10 -35.20 8.10 7,374 2,250 
412545 400 -186 2.40 -43.00 9.90 9,095 2,778 
415025 379 -130 1.10 -24.40 4.90 6,019 1,755 
415036 400 -161 1.50 -35.30 7.00 8,734 2,534 
415045 400 -156 1.60 -40.30 8.00 9,833 2,881 
 
  
Table 4-4: Model Results for Ratio 30 
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4.2 Effect of Concrete Compressive Strength 
For the solid walls as the compressive strength increased from 25 MPa to 36 MPa to 45 MPa 
the axial force and bending moment increased but their percent increase decreased with the 
increase in the compressive strength. For example, the axial force increased by 46% 
comparing the 25 MPa wall to the 36 MPa wall while it increased by 72 % comparing the 25 
MPa wall to the 45 MPa wall. Furthermore, the axial force and bending moment increased 
with almost the same amount in both cases when the compressive strength increased from 25 
MPa to 36 MPa and when it increased from 36 MPa to 45 MPa.  
Figure 4-1 through Figure 4-12 depict the effect of concrete compressive strength for the 
sandwich walls. For each figure the concrete compressive strength is varied while keeping the 
face thickness and number of web connectors constant.  
 
Figure 4-1: Effect of fcu (n= 1, ts= 100) 
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Figure 4-2: Effect of fcu (n= 1, ts= 125) 
 
Figure 4-3: Effect of fcu (n= 1, ts= 150) 
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Figure 4-4: Effect of fcu (n= 2, ts= 100) 
 
Figure 4-5: Effect of fcu (n= 2, ts= 125) 
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Figure 4-6: Effect of fcu (n= 2, ts= 150) 
 
Figure 4-7: Effect of fcu (n= 3, ts= 100) 
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Figure 4-8: Effect of fcu (n= 3, ts= 125) 
 
Figure 4-9: Effect of fcu (n= 3, ts= 150) 
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Figure 4-10: Effect of fcu (n= 4, ts= 100) 
 
Figure 4-11: Effect of fcu (n= 4, ts= 125) 
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Figure 4-12: Effect of fcu (n= 4, ts= 150) 
It can be noticed that as the compressive strength increases the axial and bending capacity of 
the sandwich wall increase regardless of the number of web connectors or the face thickness. 
But the rate of increase varies as the number of web connectors and face thickness are 
changed.  
For walls with one shear connector and 100 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-1. It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 110036 was shifted by 33% while the interaction diagram of wall 110045 shifted by 
57% from that of wall 110025 at 0.17 m eccentricity (M/P). The balanced section was found 
at eccentricity 0.17 m, 0.17 m and 0.13 m for walls 110025, 110036 and 110045 respectively.  
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 33% and the bending moment increased by 35% for wall 110036 in 
comparison to wall 110025, while the axial force increased by 72% and the bending moment 
increased by 29% for wall 110045 in comparison to wall 110036 as represented in Figure 
4-13. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MPa, the 
percentage of increase in axial force and bending moment is almost the same. While when 
compressive strength increases from 36MPa to 45 MPa, the percentage of increase of the 
axial force is almost 2 ½ times that of the bending moment.  
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=100st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=1  and: Axial Force 13-4Figure  
For walls with one shear connector and 125 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-2. It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 112536 was shifted by 30% while the interaction diagram of wall 112545 shifted by 
59% from that of wall 112525 at 0.15 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.14 m, 0.15 m and 0.15 m for walls 112525, 112536 and 112545 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 23% and the bending moment increased by 32% for wall 112536 in 
comparison to wall 112525, while the axial force increased by 22% and the bending moment 
increased by 22% for wall 112545 in comparison to wall 112536 as represented in Figure 
4-14. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MPa and from 
36 MPa to 45 MP, the percentage of increase in axial force and bending moment is almost the 
same unlike the 100 mm face thickness walls where the percentage of increase in the axial 
force was almost 2 ½ time that of the bending moment when fcu was increased from 36 to 45 
Mpa. 
For walls with one shear connector and 150 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-3. It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 115036 was shifted by 38% while the interaction diagram of wall 115045 shifted by 
68% from that of wall 115025 at 0.15 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.15 m, 0.17 m and 0.19 m for walls 115025, 115036 and 115045 respectively. 
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=125st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=1  and: Axial Force 14-4Figure  
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 18% and the bending moment increased by 37% for wall 115036 in 
comparison to wall 115025, while the axial force increased by 14% and the bending moment 
increased by 28% for wall 115045 in comparison to wall 115036 as represented in Figure 
4-15. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MPa and also 
from 36 MPa to 45 MPa, the increase in bending moment is double the increase in the axial 
force. Unlike the 100 mm face thickness walls, for the 150 mm face thickness walls the 
increase in the axial force is not double the increase of the bending moment. It can be seen 
that as the face thickness increases the effect of the compressive strength on the axial force 
decreases.  
 
=150st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=1  and: Axial Force 15-4Figure  
For walls with two shear connectors and 100 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-4.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 210036 was shifted by 29% while the interaction diagram of wall 210045 shifted by 
56% from that of wall 210025 at 0.2 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.2 m, 0.2 m and 0.19 m for walls 210025, 210036 and 210045 respectively. 
23%
32%
22% 22%
Axial Force Bending Moment
Percent Increase of Axial Force and Bending Moment at 
Balanced Section
 From 25 to 36 MPa From 36 to 45 MPa
18%
37%
14%
28%
Axial Force Bending Moment
Percent Increase of Axial Force and Bending Moment at 
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Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 28% and the bending moment increased by 31% for wall 210036 in 
comparison to wall 210025, while the axial force increased by 23% and the bending moment 
increased by 19% for wall 210045 in comparison to wall 210036 as represented in Figure 
4-16. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MPa and from 
36 MPa to 45 MPa, the percentage of increase in axial force and bending moment is almost 
the same.  
 
=100st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=2  andal Force : Axi16-4Figure  
For walls with two shear connectors and 125 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-5.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 212536 was shifted by 30% while the interaction diagram of wall 212545 shifted by 
73% from that of wall 212525 at 0.23 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.23 m, 0.21 m and 0.19 m for walls 212525, 212536 and 212545 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 40% and the bending moment increased by 32% for wall 212536 in 
comparison to wall 212525, while the axial force increased by 24% and the bending moment 
increased by 14% for wall 212545 in comparison to wall 212536 as represented in Figure 
4-17. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 36 MPa to 45 MPa, the 
percentage of increase in axial force is almost double that of the bending moment.  
For walls with two shear connectors and 150 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-6. It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 215036 was shifted by 31% while the interaction diagram of wall 215045 shifted by 
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55% from that of wall 215025 at 0.18 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.18 m, 0.15 m and 0.14 m for walls 215025, 215036 and 215045 respectively. 
 
=125st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=2  and: Axial Force 17-4Figure  
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 69% and the bending moment increased by 35% for wall 215036 in 
comparison to wall 215025, while the axial force increased by 25% and the bending moment 
increased by 23% for wall 215045 in comparison to wall 215036 as represented in Figure 
4-18. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MPa, the 
percentage of increase in axial force was almost double that of the bending moment. 
Furthermore, when compressive strength increases from 36 MPa to 45 MPa, the percentage 
of increase in axial force was almost the same as that of the bending moment.   
 
=150st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=2  and: Axial Force 18-4Figure  
For walls with three shear connectors and 100 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-7.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 310036 was shifted by 50% while the interaction diagram of wall 310045 shifted by 
94% from that of wall 310025 at 0.24 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.27 m, 0.24 m and 0.24 m for walls 310025, 310036 and 310045 respectively. 
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Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 56% and the bending moment increased by 42% for wall 310036 in 
comparison to wall 310025, while the axial force increased by 29% and the bending moment 
increased by 27% for wall 310045 in comparison to wall 310036 as represented in Figure 
4-19. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MP the 
percentage of increase in axial force was slightly higher than that of the bending moment 
while when compressive strength increases from 36 MPa to 45 MP, the percentage of 
increase in axial force and bending moment is almost the same.  
 
=100st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=3  and: Axial Force 19-4Figure  
For walls with three shear connectors and 125 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-8.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 312536 was shifted by 39% while the interaction diagram of wall 312545 shifted by 
68% from that of wall 312525 at 0.21 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.25 m, 0.21 m and 0.21 m for walls 312525, 312536 and 312545 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 63% and the bending moment increased by 38% for wall 312536 in 
comparison to wall 312525, while the axial force increased by 21% and the bending moment 
increased by 32% for wall 312545 in comparison to wall 312536 as represented in Figure 
4-20. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MP the 
percentage of increase in axial force was much higher than that of the bending moment while 
when compressive strength increases from 36 MPa to 45 MP, the percentage of increase in 
axial force and bending moment is almost the same.  
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=125st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=3  and: Axial Force 20-4Figure  
For walls with three shear connectors and 150 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-9.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 315036 was shifted by 31% while the interaction diagram of wall 315045 shifted by 
57% from that of wall 315025 at 0.2 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.2 m, 0.18 m and 0.17 m for walls 315025, 315036 and 315045 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 48% and the bending moment increased by 34% for wall 315036 in 
comparison to wall 315025, while the axial force increased by 26% and the bending moment 
increased by 21% for wall 315045 in comparison to wall 315036 as represented in Figure 
4-21. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MP the 
percentage of increase in axial force was much higher than that of the bending moment while 
when compressive strength increases from 36 MPa to 45 MP, the percentage of increase in 
axial force and bending moment is almost the same. 
 
=150st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=3  and: Axial Force 21-4Figure  
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For walls with four shear connectors and 100 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-10. It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 410036 was shifted by 48% while the interaction diagram of wall 410045 shifted by 
84% from that of wall 410025 at 0.26 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.26 m, 0.26 m and 0.26 m for walls 410025, 410036 and 410045 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 48% and the bending moment increased by 46% for wall 410036 in 
comparison to wall 410025, while the axial force increased by 25% and the bending moment 
increased by 24% for wall 410045 in comparison to wall 410036 as represented in Figure 
4-22. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MPa and from 
36 MPa to 45 MP, the percentage of increase in axial force is almost the same as the 
percentage of increase in the bending moment.  
 
=100st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=4  and: Axial Force 22-4Figure  
For walls with four shear connectors and 125 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-11.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 412536 was shifted by 41% while the interaction diagram of wall 412545 shifted by 
60% from that of wall 412525 at 0.24 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.24 m, 0.24 m and 0.25 m for walls 412525, 412536 and 412545 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 41% and the bending moment increased by 39% for wall 412536 in 
comparison to wall 412525, while the axial force increased by 8% and the bending moment 
increased by 17% for wall 412545 in comparison to wall 412536 as represented in Figure 
4-23. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MPa, the 
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percentage of increase in axial force is almost the same as that in the bending moment, while 
when compressive strength increases from 36 MPa to 45 MPa, the percentage of increase in 
the bending moment is almost double that of the axial force.  
 
=125st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=4  and: Axial Force 23-4Figure  
For walls with four shear connectors and 150 mm face thickness, the effect of concrete 
compressive strength is depicted in Figure 4-12.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of 
wall 415036 was shifted by 35% while the interaction diagram of wall 415045 shifted by 
68% from that of wall 415025 at 0.22 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.22 m, 0.22 m and 0.21 m for walls 415025, 415036 and 415045 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 35% and the bending moment increased by 34% for wall 415036 in 
comparison to wall 415025, while the axial force increased by 31% and the bending moment 
increased by 26% for wall 415045 in comparison to wall 415036 as represented in Figure 
4-24. This shows that when compressive strength increases from 25 MPa to 36 MPa and from 
36 MPa to 45 MP, the percentage of increase in axial force is almost the same as the increase 
in the bending moment. It can be concluded from this investigation of the effect of the 
concrete compressive strength that in general the increase of fcu results in increasing the axial 
load and moment capacities of the wall. However, there is no clear pattern for the rate of 
increase in these two wall capacities with the increase of fcu.  
41% 39%
8%
17%
Axial Force Bending Moment
Percent Increase of Axial Force and Bending Moment at 
Balanced Section
 From 25 to 36 MPa From 36 to 45 MPa
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=150st andBending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=4  and: Axial Force 24-4Figure  
4.3 Effect of Face Thickness 
Figure 4-25 through Figure 4-36 depict the effect of face thickness. For each figure the face 
thickness is varied while keeping the compressive strength and number of web connectors 
constant.  
 
Figure 4-25: Effect of ts (n= 1, fcu= 25) 
35% 34%31% 26%
Axial Force Bending Moment
Percent Increase of Axial Force and Bending Moment at 
Balanced Section
 From 25 to 36 MPa From 36 to 45 MPa
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Figure 4-26: Effect of ts (n= 1, fcu= 36) 
 
Figure 4-27: Effect of ts (n= 1, fcu= 45) 
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Figure 4-28: Effect of ts (n= 2, fcu= 25) 
 
Figure 4-29: Effect of ts (n= 2, fcu= 36) 
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Figure 4-30: Effect of ts (n= 2, fcu= 45) 
 
Figure 4-31: Effect of ts (n= 3, fcu= 25) 
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Figure 4-32: Effect of ts (n= 3, fcu= 36) 
 
Figure 4-33: Effect of ts (n= 3, fcu= 45) 
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Figure 4-34: Effect of ts(n= 4, fcu= 25) 
 
 
Figure 4-35: Effect of ts (n= 4, fcu= 36) 
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Figure 4-36: Effect of ts (n= 4, fcu= 45) 
It can be noticed that as the face thickness increases the axial and bending capacity of the 
sandwich wall increase regardless of the number of web connectors or the compressive 
strength. But the rate of increase varies as the number of web connectors and compressive 
strength is changed.  
For walls with one shear connector and 25 MPa compressive strength, the effect of concrete 
face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-25.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of wall 
112525 was shifted by 6% while the interaction diagram of wall 115025 shifted by 55% from 
that of wall 110025 at 0.17 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 
0.17 m, 0.14 m and 0.15 m for walls 110025, 112525 and 115025 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 27% and the bending moment increased by 10% for wall 112525 in 
comparison to wall 110025, while the axial force increased by 40% and the bending moment 
increased by 43% for wall 115025 in comparison to wall 112525 as represented in Figure 
4-37. This shows that when face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125, the percentage of 
increase in axial force is almost triple the increase in the bending moment while when the 
face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm, the percentage of increase in the axial 
force and bending moment is almost the same and is more than the increase when the face 
thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm. 
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= 25cuf andlls with n=1 Bending Moment Comparison for Wa and: Axial Force 37-4Figure  
For walls with one shear connector and 36 MPa compressive strength, the effect of concrete 
face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-26.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of wall 
112536 was shifted by 5% while the interaction diagram of wall 115036 shifted by 57% from 
that of wall 110036 at 0.17 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 
0.17 m, 0.15 m and 0.17 m for walls 110036, 112536 and 115036 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 17% and the bending moment increased by 7% for wall 112536 in 
comparison to wall 110036, while the axial force increased by 34% and the bending moment 
increased by 49% for wall 115036 in comparison to wall 112536 as represented in Figure 
4-38. This shows that when face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125, the percentage of 
increase in axial force is almost double the increase in the bending moment. However, when 
the face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm, the percentage of increase in the 
bending moment was higher than that in the axial force (about 1 ½ times).  Yet both 
percentages of increase were more than those when the face thickness increases from 100 mm 
to 125 mm. 
 
Figure 4-38: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=1 and fcu= 36 
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For walls with one shear connector and 45 MPa compressive strength, the effect of concrete 
face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-27.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of wall 
112545 was shifted by 0% while the interaction diagram of wall 115045 shifted by 47% from 
that of wall 110045 at 0.13 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 
0.13 m, 0.15 m and 0.19 m for walls 110045, 112545 and 115045 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by -17% and the bending moment increased by 2% for wall 112545 in 
comparison to wall 110045, while the axial force increased by 25% and the bending moment 
increased by 56% for wall 115045 in comparison to wall 112545 as represented in Figure 
4-39. It can be noticed that as the face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm, the 
percentage of increase in the axial force and bending moment is much more than the increase 
when the face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm. 
 
Figure 4-39: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=1 and fcu= 45 
For walls with two shear connectors and 25 MPa compressive strength, the effect of concrete 
face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-28.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of wall 
212525 was shifted by 16% while the interaction diagram of wall 215025 shifted by 30% 
from that of wall 210025 at 0.2 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.2 m, 0.23 m and 0.18 m for walls 210025, 212525 and 215025 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 2% and the bending moment increased by 17% for wall 212525 in 
comparison to wall 210025, while the axial force increased by 41% and the bending moment 
increased by 13% for wall 215025 in comparison to wall 212525 as represented in Figure 
4-40. It can be noticed that as the face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm, the 
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percentage of increase in the axial force is much less than its increase when the face thickness 
increases from 125 mm to 150 mm. on the other hand, the percentage of increase in bending 
moment is much more when thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm than when 
thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm. 
. 
Figure 4-40: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=2 and fcu= 25 
For walls with two shear connectors and 36 MPa compressive strength, the effect of concrete 
face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-29.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of wall 
212536 was shifted by 16% while the interaction diagram of wall 215036 shifted by 26% 
from that of wall 210036 at 0.2 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.2 m, 0.21 m and 0.15 m for walls 210036, 212536 and 215036 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 12% and the bending moment increased by 18% for wall 212536 in 
comparison to wall 210036, while the axial force increased by 70% and the bending moment 
increased by 16% for wall 215036 in comparison to wall 212536 as represented in Figure 
4-41. This shows that when face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm, the percentage 
of increase in the axial force is much more than the increase in the bending moment. It can be 
noticed that as the face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm, the increase in the axial 
force is much less than its increase when the face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 
mm while the percentage of increase in the bending moment was almost the same in both 
cases. 
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Figure 4-41: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=2 and fcu= 36 
For walls with two shear connectors and 45 MPa compressive strength, the effect of concrete 
face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-30.It can be seen that the interaction diagram of wall 
212545 was shifted by 15% while the interaction diagram of wall 215045 shifted by 32% 
from that of wall 210045 at 0.19 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.19 m, 0.19 m and 0.14 m for walls 210045, 212545 and 215045 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 13% and the bending moment increased by 13% for wall 212545 in 
comparison to wall 210045, while the axial force increased by 72% and the bending moment 
increased by 25% for wall 215045 in comparison to wall 212545 as represented in Figure 
4-42. This shows that when face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm, the percentage 
of increase in axial force is much more than the percentage of increase in the bending 
moment. It can also be noticed that as the face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm, 
the percentage increase in the axial force and bending moment is almost the same. 
For walls with three shear connectors and 25 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
concrete face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-31.It can be seen that the interaction diagram 
of wall 312525 was shifted by 3% while the interaction diagram of wall 315025 shifted by 
11% from that of wall 310025 at 0.27 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.27 m, 0.25 m and 0.2 m for walls 310025, 312525 and 315025 respectively 
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Figure 4-42: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=2 and fcu= 45 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 11% and the bending moment increased by 5% for wall 312525 in 
comparison to wall 310025, while the axial force increased by 47% and the bending moment 
increased by 18% for wall 315025 in comparison to wall 312525 as represented in Figure 
4-43. This shows that when face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm, the increase in 
axial force is much more than the increase in the bending moment. It can be noticed that as 
the face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm, the increase in the axial force and 
bending moment is much less than their increase when the face thickness increases from 125 
mm to 150 mm. 
 
Figure 4-43: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=3 and fcu= 25 
For walls with three shear connectors and 36 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
concrete face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-32.It can be seen that the interaction diagram 
of wall 312536 was shifted by 1% while the interaction diagram of wall 315036 shifted by 
8% from that of wall 310036 at 0.24 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.24 m, 0.21 m and 0.18 m for walls 310036, 312536 and 315036 respectively. 
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Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 16% and the bending moment increased by 2% for wall 312536 in 
comparison to wall 310036, while the axial force increased by 33% and the bending moment 
increased by 14% for wall 315036 in comparison to wall 312536 as represented in Figure 
4-44. This shows that when face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm, the percentage 
of increase in axial force is much more than the percentage of increase in the bending 
moment. It can be noticed that as the face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm, the 
percentage of increase in the axial force and bending moment is much less than their increase 
when the face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm. 
 
Figure 4-44: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=3 and fcu= 36 
For walls with three shear connectors and 45 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
concrete face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-33. It can be seen that the interaction diagram 
of wall 312545 was shifted by -8% while the interaction diagram of wall 315045 shifted by 
6% from that of wall 310045 at 0.24 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at 
eccentricity 0.24 m, 0.21 m and 0.17 m for walls 310045, 312545 and 315045 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 9% and the bending moment increased by 6% for wall 312536 in 
comparison to wall 310036, while the axial force increased by 39% and the bending moment 
increased by 5% for wall 315036 in comparison to wall 312536 as represented in Figure 4-45. 
This shows that when face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm, the axial force 
increased while the bending moment decreased. It can be noticed that as the face thickness 
increases from 100 mm to 125 mm, the percentage of increase in the axial force and bending 
moment is much less than their increase when the face thickness increases from 125 mm to 
150 mm. 
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Figure 4-45: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=3 and fcu= 45 
For walls with four shear connectors and 25 MPa compressive strength, the effect of concrete 
face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-34. It can be seen that the interaction diagram of wall 
412525 was shifted by 8% while the interaction diagram of wall 415025 shifted by 14% from 
that of wall 410025 at 0.26 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 
0.26 m, 0.24 m and 0.22 m for walls 410025, 412525 and 415025 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 22% and the bending moment increased by 11% for wall 412525 in 
comparison to wall 410025, while the axial force increased by 19% and the bending moment 
increased by 11% for wall 415025 in comparison to wall 412525 as represented in Figure 
4-46. This shows that when face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm and from 125 
mm to 150 mm, the percentage of increase in axial force is almost twice the percentage of 
increase in the bending moment. It can be noticed that as the face thickness increases from 
100 mm to 125 mm, the percentage of increase in the axial force and bending moment is not 
very different than their increase when the face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm. 
 
Figure 4-46: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=4 and fcu= 25 
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For walls with four shear connectors and 36 MPa compressive strength, the effect of concrete 
face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-35. It can be seen that the interaction diagram of wall 
312545 was shifted by 2% while the interaction diagram of wall 315045 shifted by 11% from 
that of wall 310045 at 0.26 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 
0.26 m, 0.24 m and 0.22 m for walls 310045, 312545 and 315045 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 16% and the bending moment increased by 6% for wall 412536 in 
comparison to wall 410036, while the axial force increased by 14% and the bending moment 
increased by 7% for wall 415036 in comparison to wall 412536 as represented in Figure 4-47. 
This shows that when face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm and from 125 mm to 
150 mm, the percentage of increase in axial force is more than the percentage of increase in 
the bending moment. It can be noticed that as the face thickness increases from 100 mm to 
125 mm, the percentage of increase in the axial force and bending moment is not very 
different than their increase when the face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm. 
 
Figure 4-47: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=4 and fcu= 36 
For walls with four shear connectors and 45 MPa compressive strength, the effect of concrete 
face thickness is depicted in Figure 4-36. It can be seen that the interaction diagram of wall 
412545 was shifted by 1% while the interaction diagram of wall 415045 shifted by 6% from 
that of wall 410045 at 0.26 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 
0.26 m, 0.25 m and 0.21 m for walls 410045, 412545 and 415045 respectively. 
 Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 1% and the bending moment increased by 0% for wall 412545 in 
comparison to wall 410045, while the axial force increased by 38% and the bending moment 
increased by 15% for wall 415045 in comparison to wall 412545 as represented in Figure 
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4-48. This shows that when face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm, the percentage 
of increase in axial force is much more than the percentage of increase in the bending 
moment. It can be noticed that as the face thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm, the 
percentage of increase in the axial force and bending moment is much less than their increase 
when the face thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm. 
 
Figure 4-48: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with n=4 and fcu= 45 
4.4 Effect of Number of Web Connectors 
Figure 4-49 through Figure 4-57 depict the effect of the number web connectors. For each 
figure the number of connectors is varied while keeping the compressive strength and face 
thickness constant.  
 
Figure 4-49: Effect of n (ts= 100, fcu= 25) 
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Figure 4-50: Effect of n (ts= 100, fcu= 36) 
 
Figure 4-51: Effect of n (ts= 100, fcu= 45) 
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Figure 4-52: Effect of n (ts= 125, fcu= 25) 
 
Figure 4-53: Effect of n (ts= 125, fcu= 36) 
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Figure 4-54: Effect of n (ts= 125, fcu= 45) 
 
Figure 4-55: Effect of n (ts= 150, fcu= 25) 
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Figure 4-56: Effect of n (ts= 150, fcu= 36) 
 
Figure 4-57: Effect of n (ts= 150, fcu= 45 
It can be noticed that as the number of web connectors increases the axial and bending 
capacity of the sandwich wall increase regardless of the face thickness or the compressive 
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strength. But the rate of increase varies as the face thickness and compressive strength are 
changed.  
For walls with 100 mm face thickness and 25 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
number of web connectors is depicted in Figure 4-49. It can be seen that the interaction 
diagram of wall 210025 was shifted by 65% while the interaction diagram of wall 310025 
shifted by 85% and the interaction diagram of wall 410025 was shifted by 110% from that of 
wall 110025 at 0.17 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.17 m, 
0.2 m, 0.27 m and 0.26 m for walls 110025, 210025, 310025 and 410025 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 42% and the bending moment increased by 69% for wall 210025 in 
comparison to wall 110025, while the axial force increased by -5% and the bending moment 
increased by 27% for wall 310025 in comparison to wall 210025. Furthermore, the axial 
force increased by 14% and the bending moment increased by 13% for wall 410025 in 
comparison to wall 310025 as represented in Figure 4-58. This shows that when the number 
of shear connectors increases the percentage of increase in bending moment is much more 
than that in axial force. Also, it can be seen that the maximum percentage of increase in both 
axial force and bending moment occurred is when the number of shear connectors is changed 
from 1 to 2. 
 
Figure 4-58: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with ts=100 and fcu= 
25 
For walls with 100 mm face thickness and 36 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
number of web connectors is depicted in Figure 4-50. It can be seen that the interaction 
diagram of wall 210036 was shifted by 63% while the interaction diagram of wall 310036 
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shifted by 110% and the interaction diagram of wall 410036 was shifted by 119% from that 
of wall 110036 at 0.17 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.17 m, 
0.2 m, 0.24 m and 0.26 m for walls 110036, 210036, 310036 and 410036 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 37% and the bending moment increased by 64% for wall 210036 in 
comparison to wall 110036, while the axial force increased by 15% and the bending moment 
increased by 38% for wall 310036 in comparison to wall 210036. Furthermore, the axial 
force increased by 8% and the bending moment increased by 15% for wall 410036 in 
comparison to wall 310036 as represented in Figure 4-59. This shows that when the number 
of shear connectors increases the percentage of increase in bending moment is much more 
than the increase in axial force. Also, it can be seen that the maximum percentage of increase 
in both axial force and bending moment occurred is when the number of shear connectors is 
changed from 1 to 2. 
 
Figure 4-59: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with ts=100 and fcu= 
36 
For walls with 100 mm face thickness and 45 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
number of web connectors is depicted in Figure 4-51. It can be seen that the interaction 
diagram of wall 210045 was shifted by 47% while the interaction diagram of wall 310045 
shifted by 63% and the interaction diagram of wall 410045 was shifted by 82% from that of 
wall 110045 at 0.13 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.13 m, 
0.19 m, 0.24 m and 0.26 m for walls 110045, 210045, 310045 and 410045 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force decreased by 2% and the bending moment increased by 51% for wall 210045 in 
comparison to wall 110045, while the axial force increased by 21% and the bending moment 
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increased by 47% for wall 310045 in comparison to wall 210045. Furthermore, the axial 
force increased by 4% and the bending moment increased by 13% for wall 410045 in 
comparison to wall 310045 as represented in Figure 4-60. This shows that when the number 
of shear connectors increases the percentage of increase in bending moment is much more 
than the increase in axial force. Also, it can also be seen that the maximum percentage of 
increase in bending moment occurred is when the number of shear connectors is changed 
from 1 to 2 and from 2 to 3. 
For walls with 125 mm face thickness and 25 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
number of web connectors is depicted in Figure 4-52. It can be seen that the interaction 
diagram of wall 212525 was shifted by 64% while the interaction diagram of wall 312525 
shifted by 95% and the interaction diagram of wall 412525 was shifted by 91% from that of 
wall 112525 at 0.14 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.14 m, 
0.23 m, 0.25 m and 0.24 m for walls 112525, 212525, 312525 and 412525 respectively. 
 
Figure 4-60: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with ts=100 and fcu= 
45 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 15% and the bending moment increased by 80% for wall 212525 in 
comparison to wall 112525, while the axial force increased by 3% and the bending moment 
increased by 14% for wall 312525 in comparison to wall 2125256. Furthermore, the axial 
force increased by 25% and the bending moment increased by 19% for wall 412525 in 
comparison to wall 312525 as represented in Figure 4-61. This shows that when the number 
of shear connectors increases the percentage of increase in bending moment is much more 
than the percentage of increase in axial force. Also, it can be seen that the maximum 
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percentage of increase in bending moment occurred is when the number of shear connectors 
is changed from 1 to 2. 
 
Figure 4-61: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with ts=125 and fcu= 
25 
For walls with 125 mm face thickness and 36 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
number of web connectors is depicted in Figure 4-53. It can be seen that the interaction 
diagram of wall 212536 was shifted by 74% while the interaction diagram of wall 312536 
shifted by 106% and the interaction diagram of wall 412536 was shifted by 128% from that 
of wall 112536 at 0.15 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.15 m, 
0.21 m, 0.21 m and 0.24 m for walls 112536, 212536, 312536 and 412536 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 30% and the bending moment increased by 80% for wall 212536 in 
comparison to wall 112536, while the axial force increased by 19% and the bending moment 
increased by 19% for wall 312536 in comparison to wall 212536. Furthermore, the axial 
force increased by 8% and the bending moment increased by 20% for wall 412536 in 
comparison to wall 312536 as represented in Figure 4-62. This shows that when the number 
of shear connectors increases the percentage of increase in bending moment is much more 
than the increase in axial force. Also, it can be seen that the maximum percentage of increase 
in bending moment occurred is when the number of shear connectors is changed from 1 to 2. 
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Figure 4-62: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with ts=125 and fcu= 
36 
For walls with 125 mm face thickness and 45 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
number of web connectors is depicted in Figure 4-54. It can be seen that the interaction 
diagram of wall 212545 was shifted by 61% while the interaction diagram of wall 312545 
shifted by 100% and the interaction diagram of wall 412545 was shifted by 123% from that 
of wall 112545 at 0.15 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.15 m, 
0.19 m, 0.21 m and 0.25 m for walls 112545, 212545, 312545 and 412545 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 33% and the bending moment increased by 67% for wall 212545 in 
comparison to wall 112545, while the axial force increased by 16% and the bending moment 
increased by 38% for wall 312525 in comparison to wall 212545. Furthermore, the axial 
force increased by -3% and the bending moment increased by 7% for wall 412545 in 
comparison to wall 312545 as represented in Figure 4-63. This shows that when the number 
of shear connectors increases the percentage of increase in bending moment is much more 
than the increase in axial force. Also, it can be seen that the maximum percentage of increase 
in bending moment occurred is when the number of shear connectors is changed from 1 to 2. 
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Figure 4-63: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with ts=125 and fcu= 
45 
For walls with 150 mm face thickness and 25 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
number of web connectors is depicted in Figure 4-55. It can be seen that the interaction 
diagram of wall 215025 was shifted by 38% while the interaction diagram of wall 315025 
shifted by 54% and the interaction diagram of wall 415025 was shifted by 63% from that of 
wall 112536 at 0.15 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.15 m, 
0.18 m, 0.2 m and 0.22 m for walls 115025, 215025, 315025 and 415025 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 16% and the bending moment increased by 43% for wall 215025 in 
comparison to wall 115025, while the axial force increased by 7% and the bending moment 
increased by 18% for wall 315025 in comparison to wall 215025. Furthermore, the axial 
force increased by 2% and the bending moment increased by 12% for wall 415025 in 
comparison to wall 315025 as represented in Figure 4-64. This shows that when the number 
of shear connectors increases the percentage of increase in bending moment is much more 
than the increase in axial force. Also, it can be seen that the maximum percentage of increase 
in bending moment occurred is when the number of shear connectors is changed from 1 to 2. 
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Figure 4-64: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with ts=150 and fcu= 
25 
For walls with 150 mm face thickness and 36 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
number of web connectors is depicted in Figure 4-56. It can be seen that the interaction 
diagram of wall 215036 was shifted by 36% while the interaction diagram of wall 315036 
shifted by 67% and the interaction diagram of wall 415036 was shifted by 79% from that of 
wall 115036 at 0.17 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.17 m, 
0.15 m, 0.18 m and 0.24 m for walls 115036, 215036, 315036 and 415036 respectively. 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 60% and the bending moment increased by 40% for wall 215036 in 
comparison to wall 115036, while the axial force increased by -7% and the bending moment 
increased by 17% for wall 315036 in comparison to wall 215036. Furthermore, the axial 
force increased by -7% and the bending moment increased by 13% for wall 415036 in 
comparison to wall 315036 as represented in Figure 4-65. Same as the other walls, the 
maximum percentage of increase in bending moment occurred when the number of shear 
connectors is changed from 1 to 2.  
For walls with 150 mm face thickness and 45 MPa compressive strength, the effect of 
number of web connectors is depicted in Figure 4-57. It can be seen that the interaction 
diagram of wall 215045 was shifted by 26% while the interaction diagram of wall 315045 
shifted by 55% and the interaction diagram of wall 415045 was shifted by 81% from that of 
wall 112536 at 0.19 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.19 m, 
0.14 m, 0.17 m and 0.21 m for walls 115045, 215045, 315045 and 415045 respectively. 
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Figure 4-65: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with ts=150 and fcu = 
36 
Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the 
axial force increased by 83% and the bending moment increased by 35% for wall 215045 in 
comparison to wall 115045, while the axial force increased by -6% and the bending moment 
increased by 15% for wall 315045 in comparison to wall 215045. Furthermore, the axial 
force increased by -4% and the bending moment increased by 18% for wall 415045 in 
comparison to wall 315045 as represented in Figure 4-66.  
 
Figure 4-66: Axial Force and Bending Moment Comparison for Walls with ts=150 and fcu= 
45 
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4.5 Sandwich Walls Failure Modes 
After inspecting the concrete crush and crack plot for all modeled walls upon failure vertical, 
horizontal and shear cracks and crushes were observed in back face and front face. Also 
extensive shear cracks were observed all over shear connectors with some vertical and 
horizontal cracks and crushes. Figures 4- 67 through 4-74 show the undeformed, deformed 
and cracked patters of the sandwich walls. It can be noticed that the crushes and cracks are 
shown on the undeformed shape of the wall thus they become more apparent further from 
supports and on the back face of the walls.  
 
Figure 4-67: Deformed shape of sandwich wall with undeformed shape boundary 
 
Figure 4-68: Concrete crush and crack plot (isometric view) 
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Figure 4-69: Concrete crush and crack plot (back view) 
 
Figure 4-70: Concrete crush and crack plot (side view) 
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Figure 4-71: Concrete crush and crack plot (back face side view) 
 
Figure 4-72: Concrete crush and crack plot (front face side view) 
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Figure 4-73: Concrete crush and crack plot (webs isometric view) 
 
Figure 4-74: Concrete crush and crack plot (webs side view) 
For wall 110025, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 80% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear 
stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 80% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial 
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displacement 30, steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. For wall 110036, ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 65% of the ultimate 
load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 
50% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio 
of lateral to axial displacement 30, steel yielded at almost 90% of the ultimate load. For wall 
110045, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 60% of 
the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 
at almost 60% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 75% of the ultimate load. 
Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 
60% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 80% of the ultimate load.  
For wall 112525, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 70% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear 
stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 75% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching the 
ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 
at almost 60% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load.For wall 
112536, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 30% of 
the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 60% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢at almost 60% of the ultimate 
load and steel yielded upon reaching 85% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to 
axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the ultimate load and 
steel yielded upon reaching 70% of the ultimate load. For wall 112545, ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 50% of the ultimate load and steel 
yielded upon reaching 65% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 
10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 50% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon 
reaching 75% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear 
stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 40% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 
75% of the ultimate load. 
For wall 115025, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 45% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 85% of the ultimate load. As 
for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 20% of the 
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ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to 
axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the ultimate load and 
steel yielded upon reaching 85% of the ultimate load. For wall 115036, ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 45% of the ultimate load and steel 
yielded upon reaching 55% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 
10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 50% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon 
reaching 85% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, steel 
yielded upon reaching 85% of the ultimate load. For wall 115045, ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the ultimate load and concrete 
axial stresses reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 10, steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to 
axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the ultimate load and 
steel yielded upon reaching 65% of the ultimate load. 
For wall 210025, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 80% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear 
stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 50% of the ultimate load and steel 
yielded upon reaching 80% of the ultimate load. For wall 210036, ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 65% of the ultimate loadand steel 
yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear 
stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 65% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 
80% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, , shear stresses 
reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate load and steel yielded at almost 80% of the 
ultimate load. For wall 210045, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached 
√𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 65% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 90% of the ultimate 
load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 
55% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio 
of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the ultimate 
load and steel yielded upon reaching 75% of the ultimate load.  
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For wall 212525, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 upon 
reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses 
reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 65% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 80% of the 
ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached 
√𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 65% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 70% of the ultimate 
load. For wall 212536, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 50% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 90% of the ultimate load. As 
for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, steel yielded upon reaching 55% of the ultimate 
load and shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 60% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 50% of the ultimate 
load and steel yielded upon reaching 65% of the ultimate load. For wall 212545, ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the ultimate load 
and steel yielded upon reaching 70% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 10, steel yielded upon reaching 45% of the ultimate load and shear stresses 
reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 50% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 45% of the ultimate load and steel 
yielded upon reaching 65% of the ultimate load.  
For wall 215025, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 65% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. As for 
ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the 
ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 70% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 30, steel yielded upon reaching 60% of the ultimate load and 
shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 65% of the ultimate load. For wall 215036, ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 60% of the ultimate load 
and steel yielded upon reaching 65% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the ultimate load and steel 
yielded upon reaching 80% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 45% of the ultimate load andsteel 
yielded upon reaching 50% of the ultimate load. For wall 215045, ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 5, steel yielded upon reaching 55% of the ultimate load and shear stresses 
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reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 60% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 
10, steel yielded upon reaching 40% of the ultimate load and shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 45% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear 
stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 34% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 
45% of the ultimate load.  
For wall 310025, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 85% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear 
stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, 
shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 50% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete 
reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. For wall 310036, ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate load and axial 
stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the ultimate load and axial 
stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to 
axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 60% of the ultimate load and 
axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. For wall 310045, ratio 
of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 60% of the ultimate 
load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 
60% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate 
load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 45% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching 85% of the ultimate load.  
For wall 312525, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 60% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the 
ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 65% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for 
ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 50% of the 
ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. For wall 312536, ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate load 
and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 
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10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon 
reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses 
reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 40% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate 
load. For wall 312545, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, steel yielded upon reaching 
70% of the ultimate load and shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 upon reaching the ultimate load. As 
for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, steel yielded upon reaching 60% of the ultimate 
load and shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 50% of the ultimate 
load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load.  
For wall 315025, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, steel yielded upon reaching the 
ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, steel yielded upon reaching 
65% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate 
load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, steel yielded upon reaching 80% of 
the ultimate load. For wall 315036, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, steel yielded upon 
reaching 65% of the ultimate load, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 85% of the ultimate 
load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 60% of the ultimate 
load and steel yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 30,steel yielded upon reaching 40% of the ultimate load and shear stresses 
reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 upon reaching the ultimate load and. For wall 315045, ratio of lateral to axial 
displacement 5, steel yielded upon reaching 50% of the ultimate load and shear stresses 
reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 80% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 
10, steel yielded upon reaching 50% of the ultimate load and shear stresses reached √fcu at 
almost 60% of the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, steel 
yielded upon reaching 35% of the ultimate load and shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 
50% of the ultimate load.  
For wall 410025, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, axial stresses in concrete reached fcu 
upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses 
reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 90% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu 
upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, axial 
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stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. For wall 410036, ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 75% of the ultimate load 
and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 65% of the ultimate 
load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for 
ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 75% of the 
ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. For 
wall 410045, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 
70% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate 
load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 
65% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate 
load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 70% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the 
ultimate load.  
For wall 412525, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 80% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the 
ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 65% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the 
ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 
at almost 80% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching 
the ultimate load. For wall 412536, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses 
reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu 
upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses 
reached √fcu at almost 65% of the ultimate load, steel yielded upon reaching 80% of the 
ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. 
Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 
60% of the ultimate load, steel yielded upon reaching 90% of the ultimate load and axial 
stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. For wall 412545, ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate load 
and steel yielded upon reaching 95% of the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial 
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displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate load and steel 
yielded upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, 
shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 55% of the ultimate load and steel yielded upon 
reaching 75% of the ultimate load.  
For wall 415025, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, axial stresses in concrete reached fcu 
upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses 
reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 85% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu 
upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 30, axial 
stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. For wall 415036, ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 85% of the ultimate load 
and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 10, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate 
load, steel yielded upon reaching 80% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete 
reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 
30, shear stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 60% of the ultimate load, steel yielded upon 
reaching 80% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the 
ultimate load. For wall 415045, ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, shear stresses reached 
√fcu at almost 80% of the ultimate load, steel yielded upon reaching 85% of the ultimate load 
and axial stresses in concrete reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. As for ratio of 
lateral to axial displacement 10, steel yielded upon reaching 60% of the ultimate load, shear 
stresses reached √𝑓𝑐𝑢 at almost 70% of the ultimate load and axial stresses in concrete 
reached fcu upon reaching the ultimate load. Finally for ratio of lateral to axial displacement 
30, steel yielded upon reaching 55% of the ultimate load and shear stresses reached √√𝑓𝑐𝑢 at 
almost 80% of the ultimate load.  
4.6 Sandwich Walls and Solid Walls Comparisons 
To understand the behavior of sandwich walls in comparison with solid walls and to capture 
the effect of changing sandwich wall parameters the axial force and bending moment 
capacity of some sandwich walls is compared to solid walls while varying wall parameters as 
per Table 4-5 through 4-10. Table 4-5 and 4-6 show the ratios of sandwich walls to solid 
walls axial force and bending moment while changing only the number of shear connectors 
for sandwich walls and keeping almost the same eccentricity. It can be noticed that the 
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percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment increases 
dramatically as the number of webs increases varying from 34% for the 1 web wall to 84% 
for the 4 webs wall with compressive strength 25 MPa and face thickness 100 mm. For walls 
with compressive strength 36 MPa and face thickness 100 mm also the percent of sandwich 
walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment increases dramatically as the number of 
webs increases varying from 32% for the 1 web wall to 89% for the 4 webs wall. 
Furthermore, Table 4-7 and 4-8 show the ratios of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force 
and bending moment while changing only the compressive strength for sandwich walls and 
keeping almost the same eccentricity. It can be noticed that the percent of sandwich walls to 
solid walls axial force and bending moment is almost the same as the compressive strength 
increases for the 45 MPa wall with 2 webs and face thickness 100 mm. For walls with 4 webs 
and face thickness 125 mm also the percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and 
bending moment is almost the same as the compressive strength increases. Finally, Table 4-9 
and 4-10 show the ratios of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment 
while changing only the face thickness for sandwich walls and keeping almost the same 
eccentricity. It can be noticed that the percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and 
bending moment is almost constant as the face thickness increases for both walls with 
compressive strength 45 MPa and 4 webs and with compressive strength 25 MPa and 3 webs.  
= 100 s=25 MPa and tcufomparison (effect of n with : Sandwich wall and solid wall c5-4Table 
mm) 
Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 
110025 2,200 631 6,516 1,868 0.286 34% 34% 
210025 3,833 1,103 6,500 1,871 0.288 59% 59% 
310025 5,000 1,434 6,516 1,868 0.286 77% 77% 
410025 5,500 1,577 6,516 1,868 0.287 84% 84% 
 
= 100 s=36 MPa and tcu: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of n with f6-4Table 
mm) 
Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 
110036 3,000 829 9,430 2,606 0.267 32% 32% 
210036 5,100 1,409 9,430 2,606 0.273 54% 54% 
310036 7,200 1,990 9,430 2,606 0.278 76% 76% 
410036 8,400 2,321 9,430 2,606 0.276 89% 89% 
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= 100 mm and n = 2)swith t cu: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of f7-4Table  
Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 
210025 3,833 1,103 6,500 1,871 0.288 59% 59% 
210036 5,100 1,409 9,430 2,606 0.273 54% 54% 
210045 5,799 1,640 12,000 3,394 0.283 48% 48% 
 
 
= 125 mm and n = 4)swith t cu(effect of fwall and solid wall comparison  : Sandwich8-4Table  
Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 
412525 5,500 1,577 6,516 1,868 0.289 84% 84% 
412536 8,500 2,349 9,430 2,606 0.278 90% 90% 
412545 9,900 2,830 11,808 3,375 0.288 84% 84% 
 
=45 MPa and n= 4)cuwith f s: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of t0-4Table  
Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 
410045 9,800 2,801 11,808 3,375 0.290 83% 83% 
412545 9,900 2,830 11,808 3,375 0.288 84% 84% 
415045 9,833 2,881 11,808 3,459 0.293 83% 83% 
 
=25 MPa and n= 3)cuwith f s: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of t10-4Table  
Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 
310025 5,000 1,434 6,516 1,868 0.286 77% 77% 
312525 5,100 1,463 6,516 1,868 0.290 78% 78% 
315025 5,398 1,550 6,516 1,870 0.287 83% 83% 
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 CHAPTER 5 - CORRELATION BETWEEN SANDWICH 
AND SOLID WALLS INTERACTION DIAGRAMS 
 
5.1 Calculations of the Coefficient α 
The proposed coefficient α for correlating the axial force (P) and bending moment (M) for the 
sandwich wall to those of the solid wall (Po and Mo) at the same eccentricity ratio (e/t) is 
calculated using the data obtained from solid and sandwich walls models presented in 
Chapter 4. 
Tables 5-1 through 5-9 show the calculations of α. The values of P and M were obtained from 
interaction diagram for each sandwich wall as presented in Chapter 4 while the values Po and 
Mo were obtained from the interaction diagram for the corresponding solid wall as obtained 
from ANSYS results at the same eccentricity ratio (e/t). 
Based on the analysis and discussions presented in Chapter 4, It was concluded that the main 
parameters affecting the coefficient α are: 1) the eccentricity ratio (e/t) where e is the 
eccentricity (M/P) and t is the total wall thickness, 2) the ratio of the sum of face layers 
thickness to the total wall thickness (2 ts /t) where (ts) is the face layer thickness, 3) the ratio 
of the total webs thickness to the wall width (n tw/ w) where n is the number of webs, tw is the 
web thickness, and w is the wall width, 4) the ratio of the concrete compressive strength fcu to 
the reinforcing steel yield stress fy. Tables 5-1 through 5-9 also show the values of these four 
parameters for each sandwich wall designation.  
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Table 5-1: Calculated α from ANSYS results for fcu = 25 MPa and ts = 100 mm 
Wall 
Designation 
P (kN) 
M 
(kN.m) 
Po 
(kN) 
Mo 
(kN.m) 
e
t
 α 
Σts
t
 
n tw
w
 
fcu
fy
 
110025 5,800 620 14,047 1,502 0.30 0.41 0.57 0.03 0.06 
110025 4,005 666 11,000 1,829 0.48 0.36 0.57 0.03 0.06 
110025 2,200 631 6,516 1,868 0.82 0.34 0.57 0.03 0.06 
210025 7,734 978 13,000 1,644 0.36 0.59 0.57 0.07 0.06 
210025 5,690 1,124 10,000 1,976 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.07 0.06 
210025 3,833 1,103 6,500 1,871 0.82 0.59 0.57 0.07 0.06 
310025 7,288 1,232 11,000 1,860 0.48 0.66 0.57 0.10 0.06 
310025 5,386 1,429 6,900 1,830 0.76 0.78 0.57 0.10 0.06 
310025 5,000 1,434 6,516 1,868 0.82 0.77 0.57 0.10 0.06 
410025 7,746 1,423 10,700 1,965 0.52 0.72 0.57 0.13 0.06 
410025 6,133 1,611 7,500 1,970 0.75 0.82 0.57 0.13 0.06 
410025 5,500 1,577 6,516 1,868 0.82 0.84 0.57 0.13 0.06 
 
Table 5-2: Calculated α from ANSYS results for fcu = 36 MPa and ts = 100 mm 
Wall 
Designation 
P (kN) 
M 
(kN.m) 
Po 
(kN) 
Mo 
(kN.m) 
e
t
 α 
Σtf
t
 
n tw
w
 
fcu
fy
 
110036 8,200 847 21,693 2,242 0.28 0.38 0.57 0.03 0.09 
110036 5,340 900 17,000 2,864 0.48 0.31 0.57 0.03 0.09 
110036 3,000 829 9,430 2,606 0.76 0.32 0.57 0.03 0.09 
210036 11,506 1,428 20,200 2,506 0.35 0.57 0.57 0.07 0.09 
210036 7,308 1,475 15,000 3,026 0.58 0.49 0.57 0.07 0.09 
210036 5,100 1,409 9,430 2,606 0.78 0.54 0.57 0.07 0.09 
310036 11,162 1,839 17,500 2,883 0.47 0.64 0.57 0.10 0.09 
310036 8,396 2,033 11,500 2,785 0.69 0.73 0.57 0.10 0.09 
310036 7,200 1,990 9,430 2,606 0.79 0.76 0.57 0.10 0.09 
410036 11,293 2,046 16,000 2,899 0.52 0.71 0.57 0.13 0.09 
410036 9,085 2,344 10,000 2,600 0.74 0.91 0.57 0.13 0.09 
410036 8,400 2,321 9,430 2,606 0.79 0.89 0.57 0.13 0.09 
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Table 5-3: Calculated α from ANSYS results for fcu = 45 MPa and ts = 100 mm 
Wall 
Designation 
P (kN) 
M 
(kN.m) 
Po 
(kN) 
Mo 
(kN.m) 
e
t
 α 
Σts
t
 
n tw
w
 
fcu
fy
 
110045 10,500 1,138 25,483 2,762 0.31 0.41 0.57 0.03 0.11 
110045 9,198 1,158 23,500 2,959 0.36 0.39 0.57 0.03 0.11 
110045 4,521 974 16,000 3,447 0.62 0.28 0.57 0.03 0.11 
210045 13,510 1,658 24,500 3,008 0.35 0.55 0.57 0.07 0.11 
210045 8,990 1,750 18,800 3,660 0.56 0.48 0.57 0.07 0.11 
210045 5,799 1,640 12,000 3,394 0.81 0.48 0.57 0.07 0.11 
310045 13,328 2,194 21,000 3,457 0.47 0.63 0.57 0.10 0.11 
310045 10,850 2,573 14,800 3,510 0.68 0.73 0.57 0.10 0.11 
310045 8,500 2,430 11,808 3,375 0.82 0.72 0.57 0.10 0.11 
410045 14,203 2,561 19,500 3,516 0.49 0.73 0.57 0.13 0.11 
410045 11,318 2,915 13,000 3,348 0.74 0.87 0.57 0.13 0.11 
410045 9,800 2,801 11,808 3,375 0.83 0.83 0.57 0.13 0.11 
 
Table 5-4: Calculated α from ANSYS results for fcu = 25 MPa and ts = 125 mm 
Wall 
Designation 
P 
(kN) 
M 
(kN.m) 
Po 
(kN) 
Mo 
(kN.m) 
e
t
 α 
Σts
t
 
n tw
w
 
fcu
fy
 
112525 6,600 706 14,047 1,502 0.30 0.47 0.71 0.03 0.06 
112525 5,078 732 12,700 1,831 0.41 0.40 0.71 0.03 0.06 
112525 3,715 684 10,900 2,007 0.53 0.34 0.71 0.03 0.06 
212525 9,838 1,139 13,500 1,563 0.33 0.73 0.71 0.07 0.06 
212525 5,832 1,318 9,200 2,079 0.65 0.63 0.71 0.07 0.06 
212525 4,812 1,223 8,600 2,185 0.73 0.56 0.71 0.07 0.06 
312525 9,708 1,406 12,700 1,839 0.41 0.76 0.71 0.10 0.06 
312525 5,983 1,501 8,600 2,158 0.72 0.70 0.71 0.10 0.06 
312525 5,100 1,463 6,516 1,868 0.83 0.78 0.71 0.10 0.06 
412525 9,238 1,538 11,000 1,832 0.48 0.84 0.71 0.13 0.06 
412525 7,498 1,793 9,000 2,200 0.68 0.83 0.71 0.13 0.06 
412525 5,500 1,577 6,516 1,868 0.83 0.91 0.71 0.13 0.06 
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Table 5-5: Calculated α from ANSYS results for fcu = 36 MPa and ts = 125 mm 
Wall 
Designation 
P (kN) 
M 
(kN.m) 
Po 
(kN) 
Mo 
(kN.m) 
e
t
 α 
Σts
t
 
n tw
w
 
fcu
fy
 
112536 9,200 951 21,693 2,242 0.30 0.42 0.57 0.03 0.09 
112536 6,254 966 18,200 2,810 0.44 0.34 0.57 0.03 0.09 
112536 4,524 920 15,000 3,049 0.58 0.30 0.57 0.03 0.09 
212536 13,903 1,554 21,000 2,347 0.32 0.66 0.57 0.07 0.09 
212536 8,157 1,735 14,500 3,084 0.61 0.56 0.57 0.07 0.09 
212536 6,336 1,567 10,500 2,597 0.71 0.60 0.57 0.07 0.09 
312536 13,750 1,939 19,000 2,680 0.40 0.72 0.57 0.10 0.09 
312536 9,736 2,071 14,500 3,084 0.61 0.67 0.57 0.10 0.09 
312536 7,250 2,004 9,430 2,606 0.80 0.77 0.57 0.10 0.09 
412536 13,990 2,273 17,500 2,843 0.46 0.80 0.57 0.13 0.09 
412536 10,555 2,491 11,500 2,714 0.67 0.92 0.57 0.13 0.09 
412536 8,500 2,349 9,430 2,606 0.79 0.90 0.57 0.13 0.09 
 
Table 5-6: Calculated α from ANSYS results for fcu = 45 MPa and ts = 125 mm 
Wall 
Designation 
P (kN) 
M 
(kN.m) 
Po 
(kN) 
Mo 
(kN.m) 
e
t
 α 
Σts
t
 
n tw
w
 
fcu
fy
 
112545 10,700 1,160 25,483 2,762 0.31 0.42 0.71 0.03 0.11 
112545 7,618 1,180 22,000 3,409 0.44 0.35 0.71 0.03 0.11 
112545 4,524 1,100 14,800 3,600 0.69 0.31 0.71 0.03 0.11 
212545 16,139 1,772 25,700 2,822 0.31 0.63 0.71 0.07 0.11 
212545 10,146 1,975 18,800 3,660 0.56 0.54 0.71 0.07 0.11 
212545 6,308 1,791 12,000 3,408 0.81 0.53 0.71 0.07 0.11 
312545 17,359 2,335 23,500 3,160 0.38 0.74 0.71 0.10 0.11 
312545 11,789 2,425 17,000 3,497 0.59 0.69 0.71 0.10 0.11 
312545 8,333 2,377 11,808 3,368 0.82 0.71 0.71 0.10 0.11 
412545 16,362 2,673 21,000 3,431 0.47 0.78 0.71 0.13 0.11 
412545 11,436 2,911 14,000 3,550 0.73 0.82 0.71 0.13 0.11 
412545 9,900 2,830 11,808 3,375 0.82 0.84 0.71 0.13 0.11 
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Table 5-7: Calculated α from ANSYS results for fcu = 25 MPa and ts = 150 mm 
Wall 
Designation 
P (kN) 
M 
(kN.m) 
Po 
(kN) 
Mo 
(kN.m) 
e
t
 α 
Σts
t
 
n tw
w
 
fcu
fy
 
115025 9,400 1,005 14,047 1,502 0.30 0.67 0.86 0.03 0.06 
115025 7,127 1,048 12,000 1,765 0.42 0.59 0.86 0.03 0.06 
115025 5,149 992 10,700 2,060 0.55 0.48 0.86 0.03 0.06 
215025 11,982 1,324 13,800 1,525 0.32 0.87 0.86 0.07 0.06 
215025 8,235 1,496 10,900 1,980 0.52 0.76 0.86 0.07 0.06 
215025 5,784 1,375 9,000 2,140 0.68 0.64 0.86 0.07 0.06 
315025 11,469 1,584 12,700 1,754 0.39 0.90 0.86 0.10 0.06 
315025 8,771 1,772 9,900 2,000 0.58 0.89 0.86 0.10 0.06 
315025 5,398 1,550 6,516 1,870 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.10 0.06 
415025 11,461 1,729 12,200 1,840 0.43 0.94 0.86 0.13 0.06 
415025 8,927 1,990 9,500 2,118 0.64 0.94 0.86 0.13 0.06 
415025 6,019 1,755 6,516 1,900 0.83 0.92 0.86 0.13 0.06 
 
Table 5-8: Calculated α from ANSYS results for fcu = 36 MPa and ts = 150 mm 
Wall 
Designation 
P (kN) 
M 
(kN.m) 
Po 
(kN) 
Mo 
(kN.m) 
e
t
 α 
Σts
t
 
n tw
w
 
fcu
fy
 
115036 13,100 1,354 21,693 2,242 0.29 0.60 0.86 0.03 0.09 
115036 8,390 1,441 17,000 2,919 0.49 0.49 0.86 0.03 0.09 
115036 5,454 1,258 13,500 3,113 0.66 0.40 0.86 0.03 0.09 
215036 17,900 1,850 21,693 2,242 0.29 0.83 0.86 0.07 0.09 
215036 13,889 2,018 18,200 2,644 0.42 0.76 0.86 0.07 0.09 
215036 8,185 1,836 14,000 3,141 0.64 0.58 0.86 0.07 0.09 
315036 17,308 2,264 19,500 2,551 0.37 0.89 0.86 0.10 0.09 
315036 12,947 2,370 16,000 2,929 0.52 0.81 0.86 0.10 0.09 
315036 8,227 2,182 9,500 2,519 0.76 0.87 0.86 0.10 0.09 
415036 16,442 2,481 18,200 2,746 0.43 0.90 0.86 0.13 0.09 
415036 12,046 2,672 14,000 3,130 0.63 0.86 0.86 0.13 0.09 
415036 9,100 2,515 9,430 2,606 0.80 0.96 0.86 0.13 0.09 
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Table 5-9: Calculated α from ANSYS results for fcu = 45 MPa and ts = 150 mm 
Wall 
Designation 
P (kN) 
M 
(kN.m) 
Po 
(kN) 
Mo 
(kN.m) 
e
t
 α 
Σts
t
 
n tw
w
 
fcu
fy
 
115045 15,400 1,669 25,483 2,762 0.31 0.60 0.86 0.03 0.11 
115045 9,538 1,837 18,800 3,621 0.55 0.51 0.86 0.03 0.11 
115045 7,047 1,618 15,700 3,604 0.66 0.45 0.86 0.03 0.11 
215045 20,500 2,222 25,483 2,762 0.31 0.80 0.86 0.07 0.11 
215045 17,428 2,476 22,500 3,196 0.41 0.77 0.86 0.07 0.11 
215045 10,361 2,256 16,000 3,485 0.62 0.65 0.86 0.07 0.11 
315045 19,947 2,585 23,500 3,045 0.37 0.85 0.86 0.10 0.11 
315045 16,372 2,859 20,500 3,579 0.50 0.80 0.86 0.10 0.11 
315045 10,421 2,705 13,000 3,374 0.74 0.80 0.86 0.10 0.11 
415045 20,103 3,021 22,000 3,306 0.43 0.91 1 0.13 0.11 
415045 15,739 3,361 17,000 3,630 0.61 0.93 1 0.13 0.11 
415045 9,833 2,881 11,808 3,459 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.13 0.11 
 
5.2 Regression Analysis to Obtain Equation for Predicting the Coefficient α p 
Multiple linear regression was performed using EXCEL LINEST function. The LINEST 
function performs either single or multiple linear regression. It calculates the statistics for a 
line by using the least squares method. Its syntax is LINEST (known_y's, [known_x's], 
[const], [stats]). It returns an array with the regression statistics. 
Due to the complicated relationship between the variables the relationship between the 
dependent and independent variables (e/t, 2ts/t, n tw/w, and fcu/fy) was assumed to be 
nonlinear.  
To be able to carry out the multiple nonlinear regression using the LINEST function the 
equation predicted by EXCEL is first assumed to be linear in terms of linear logarithm 
equation and after prediction it is transformed by using logarithmic rules to be nonlinear 
power equation. Equations 5-1 and 5-2 show the logarithmic rules used to transfer linear 
logarithmic equation 5-3 to nonlinear power equations 5-4. 
log(ab) = log(a) + log (b) (5-1) 
log(a)b = b log (a) (5-2) 
log (αp) = log (a) + b log(
e
t
) + c log(
2ts
t
) + d log(
100n
w
) + e log(
fcu
fy
) (5-3) 
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αp = a (
e
t
)
b
(
2ts
t
)
c
(
100n
w
)
d
(
fcu
fy
)
e
 (5-4) 
5.2.1 Prediction of the Coefficient α p 
The values obtained from the EXCEL multiple linear regression for the constants a, b, c, d, 
and e are 2.34, -0.15, 0.56, 0,57  and -0.12 respectively. Accordingly, the proposed 
coefficient αp is predicted as per Equation 5-5. 
αp = 2.34 (
e
t
)
−0.15
(
2ts
t
)
0.56
(
100n
w
)
0.57
(
fcu
fy
)
−0.12
≤ 1 (5-5) 
The r2value for this prediction equation was obtained as 0.89. When α was predicted using 
Equation 5-7, 86% of the predicted points lied within ± 15% error from those calculated from 
ANSYS analysis. 
 
5.2.2 Predicted Axial Force and Bending Moment for Each Sandwich Wall 
Using Equation 5-5, the coefficient αp was predicted for each wall designation according to 
its pertinent four parameters e/t, (2ts /t), (n tw/ w), and (fcu/fy). Then using the solid walls data 
which was obtained earlier from ANSY for the corresponding fcu, the predicted axial force Pp 
and the predicted bending moment Mp for each sandwich were calculated using the relation: 
Pp = α p Po (5-6) 
Mp = α p Mo (5-7) 
Tables 5-10 through 5-18 show the predicted values of αp, Pp, and Mp together with the 
percentage error for each sandwich wall. 
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Table 5-10: Calculated and Predicted α, P, and M for fcu = 25 MPa and ts = 100 mm 
Designation Α α p 
P 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN) 
Pp 
(kN) 
M 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN.m) 
Mp 
(kN.m) 
% Error 
110025 0.41 0.41 5,800 5,710 620 610 1.56 
110025 0.36 0.38 4,005 4,184 666 696 4.47 
110025 0.34 0.35 2,200 2,283 631 655 3.79 
210025 0.59 0.59 7,734 7,675 978 970 0.76 
210025 0.57 0.55 5,690 5,521 1,124 1,091 2.97 
210025 0.59 0.52 3,833 3,391 1,103 976 11.53 
310025 0.66 0.71 7,288 7,848 1,232 1,327 7.69 
310025 0.78 0.67 5,386 4,601 1,429 1,220 14.57 
310025 0.77 0.66 5,000 4,294 1,434 1,231 14.12 
410025 0.72 0.83 7,746 8,896 1,423 1,634 14.85 
410025 0.82 0.79 6,133 5,909 1,611 1,552 3.65 
410025 0.84 0.78 5,500 5,066 1,577 1,453 7.89 
 
Table 5-11: Calculated and Predicted α, P, and M for fcu = 36 MPa and ts = 100 mm 
Designation Α α p 
P 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN) 
Pp 
(kN) 
M 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN.m) 
Mp 
(kN.m) 
% 
Error 
110036 0.38 0.39 8,200 8,476 847 876 3.36 
110036 0.31 0.36 5,340 6,172 900 1,040 15.56 
110036 0.32 0.34 3,000 3,178 829 878 5.93 
210036 0.57 0.57 11,506 11,437 1,428 1,419 0.60 
210036 0.49 0.53 7,308 7,894 1,475 1,593 8.02 
210036 0.54 0.50 5,100 4,734 1,409 1,308 7.18 
310036 0.64 0.69 11,162 11,988 1,839 1,975 7.40 
310036 0.73 0.65 8,396 7,434 2,033 1,800 11.45 
310036 0.76 0.63 7,200 5,976 1,990 1,652 16.99 
410036 0.71 0.80 11,293 12,747 2,046 2,310 12.88 
410036 0.91 0.76 9,085 7,555 2,344 1,950 16.84 
410036 0.89 0.75 8,400 7,051 2,321 1,949 16.06 
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Table 5-12: Calculated and Predicted α, P, and M for fcu = 45 MPa and ts = 100 mm 
Designation Α α p 
P 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN) 
Pp 
(kN) 
M 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN.m) 
Mp 
(kN.m) 
% 
Error 
112545 0.42 0.43 10,700 10,888 1,160 1,180 1.76 
112545 0.35 0.40 7,618 8,908 1,180 1,380 16.95 
112545 0.31 0.38 4,524 5,600 1,100 1,362 23.80 
212545 0.63 0.64 16,139 16,325 1,772 1,793 1.15 
212545 0.54 0.58 10,146 10,957 1,975 2,133 8.00 
212545 0.53 0.55 6,308 6,608 1,791 1,877 4.76 
312545 0.74 0.78 17,359 18,281 2,335 2,458 5.31 
312545 0.69 0.73 11,789 12,406 2,425 2,552 5.23 
312545 0.71 0.69 8,333 8,204 2,377 2,340 1.55 
412545 0.78 0.89 16,362 18,718 2,673 3,058 14.40 
412545 0.82 0.83 11,436 11,674 2,911 2,972 2.08 
412545 0.84 0.82 9,900 9,676 2,830 2,766 2.26 
 
Table 5-13: Calculated and Predicted α, P, and M for fcu = 25 MPa and ts = 125 mm 
Designation Α α p 
P 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN) 
Pp 
(kN) 
M 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN.m) 
Mp 
(kN.m) 
% 
Error 
112525 0.47 0.46 6,600 6,464 706 691 2.07 
112525 0.40 0.44 5,078 5,587 732 805 10.03 
112525 0.34 0.42 3,715 4,622 684 851 24.41 
212525 0.73 0.68 9,838 9,143 1,139 1,059 7.07 
212525 0.63 0.61 5,832 5,635 1,318 1,273 3.38 
212525 0.56 0.60 4,812 5,175 1,223 1,315 7.55 
312525 0.76 0.83 9,708 10,500 1,406 1,521 8.16 
312525 0.70 0.76 5,983 6,546 1,501 1,643 9.41 
312525 0.78 0.75 5,100 4,861 1,463 1,394 4.69 
412525 0.84 0.96 9,238 10,507 1,538 1,750 13.73 
412525 0.83 0.90 7,498 8,141 1,793 1,947 8.58 
412525 0.84 0.88 5,500 5,735 1,577 1,645 4.28 
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Table 5-14: Calculated and Predicted α, P, and M for fcu = 36 MPa and ts = 15 mm 
Designation Α α p 
P 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN) 
Pp 
(kN) 
M 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN.m) 
Mp 
(kN.m) 
% 
Error 
112536 0.42 0.44 9,200 9,595 951 991 4.29 
112536 0.34 0.42 6,254 7,578 966 1,170 21.17 
112536 0.30 0.40 4,524 5,993 920 1,218 32.48 
212536 0.66 0.65 13,903 13,673 1,554 1,528 1.65 
212536 0.56 0.59 8,157 8,571 1,735 1,823 5.07 
212536 0.60 0.58 6,336 6,067 1,567 1,501 4.24 
312536 0.72 0.79 13,750 15,082 1,939 2,127 9.68 
312536 0.67 0.75 9,736 10,820 2,071 2,301 11.14 
312536 0.77 0.72 7,250 6,765 2,004 1,870 6.68 
412536 0.80 0.92 13,990 16,044 2,273 2,607 14.68 
412536 0.92 0.87 10,555 9,968 2,491 2,352 5.56 
412536 0.90 0.85 8,500 7,982 2,349 2,206 6.09 
 
Table 5-15: Calculated and Predicted α, P, and M for fcu = 45 MPa and ts = 125 mm 
Designation Α α p 
P 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN) 
Pp 
(kN) 
M 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN.m) 
Mp 
(kN.m) 
% 
Error 
112545 0.42 0.43 10,700 10,888 1,160 1,180 1.76 
112545 0.35 0.40 7,618 8,908 1,180 1,380 16.95 
112545 0.31 0.38 4,524 5,600 1,100 1,362 23.80 
212545 0.63 0.64 16,139 16,325 1,772 1,793 1.15 
212545 0.54 0.58 10,146 10,957 1,975 2,133 8.00 
212545 0.53 0.55 6,308 6,608 1,791 1,877 4.76 
312545 0.74 0.78 17,359 18,281 2,335 2,458 5.31 
312545 0.69 0.73 11,789 12,406 2,425 2,552 5.23 
312545 0.71 0.69 8,333 8,204 2,377 2,340 1.55 
412545 0.78 0.89 16,362 18,718 2,673 3,058 14.40 
412545 0.82 0.83 11,436 11,674 2,911 2,972 2.08 
412545 0.84 0.82 9,900 9,676 2,830 2,766 2.26 
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Table 5-16: Calculated and Predicted α, P, and M for fcu = 25 MPa and ts = 150 mm 
Designation Α α p 
P 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN) 
Pp 
(kN) 
M 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN.m) 
Mp 
(kN.m) 
% 
Error 
115025 0.67 0.51 9,400 7,153 1,005 765 23.91 
115025 0.59 0.49 7,127 5,824 1,048 857 18.27 
115025 0.48 0.47 5,149 4,987 992 960 3.14 
215025 0.87 0.75 11,982 10,416 1,324 1,151 13.07 
215025 0.76 0.70 8,235 7,635 1,496 1,387 7.29 
215025 0.64 0.67 5,784 6,054 1,375 1,439 4.66 
315025 0.90 0.92 11,469 11,703 1,584 1,616 2.04 
315025 0.89 0.87 8,771 8,616 1,772 1,740 1.77 
315025 0.83 0.83 5,398 5,379 1,550 1,544 0.37 
415025 0.94 1.00 11,461 12,200 1,729 1,840 6.45 
415025 0.94 1.00 8,927 9,500 1,990 2,118 6.42 
415025 0.92 0.97 6,019 6,331 1,755 1,846 5.19 
 
Table 5-17: Calculated and Predicted α, P, and M for fcu = 36 MPa and ts = 150 mm 
Designation Α α p 
P 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN) 
Pp 
(kN) 
M 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN.m) 
Mp 
(kN.m) 
% 
Error 
115036 0.60 0.49 13,100 10,618 1,354 1,097 18.95 
115036 0.49 0.45 8,390 7,709 1,441 1,324 8.11 
115036 0.40 0.43 5,454 5,857 1,258 1,351 7.38 
215036 0.83 0.73 17,900 15,816 1,850 1,634 11.64 
215036 0.76 0.69 13,889 12,607 2,018 1,831 9.23 
215036 0.58 0.65 8,185 9,084 1,836 2,038 10.99 
315036 0.89 0.89 17,308 17,324 2,264 2,266 0.09 
315036 0.81 0.84 12,947 13,514 2,370 2,474 4.38 
315036 0.87 0.80 8,227 7,589 2,182 2,013 7.75 
415036 0.90 1.00 16,442 18,200 2,481 2,746 10.69 
415036 0.86 0.97 12,046 13,555 2,672 3,007 12.52 
415036 0.96 0.94 9,100 8,833 2,515 2,441 2.93 
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Table 5-18: Calculated and Predicted α, P, and M for fcu = 45 MPa and ts = 150 mm 
Designation Α α p 
P 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN) 
Pp 
(kN) 
M 
From 
ANSYS 
(kN.m) 
Mp 
(kN.m) 
% 
Error 
115045 0.60 0.47 15,400 12,050 1,669 1,306 21.76 
115045 0.51 0.43 9,538 8,154 1,837 1,570 14.52 
115045 0.45 0.42 7,047 6,632 1,618 1,522 5.90 
215045 0.80 0.70 20,500 17,948 2,222 1,945 12.45 
215045 0.77 0.68 17,428 15,216 2,476 2,162 12.69 
215045 0.65 0.63 10,361 10,147 2,256 2,210 2.06 
315045 0.85 0.87 19,947 20,343 2,585 2,636 1.99 
315045 0.80 0.83 16,372 16,968 2,859 2,963 3.64 
315045 0.80 0.78 10,421 10,138 2,705 2,631 2.72 
415045 0.91 1.00 20,103 21,975 3,021 3,302 9.31 
415045 0.93 0.95 15,739 16,107 3,361 3,440 2.34 
415045 0.83 0.90 9,833 10,668 2,881 3,125 8.49 
 
The predicted axial forces (Pp) are plotted in Figure 5-1 against those obtained from ANSYS 
analysis to illustrate the spreading of the points about the 45 degree line which represents 
100% accuracy in predicting the axial force or in other words Pp is equal to P obtained from 
ANSYS analysis. Figure 5-2 shows the plotted Mp against M from ANSYS analysis. The 
trend line for both set of points almost coincided with the 45 degree line with r2 of 0.93. 
 
Figure 5-1: Axial Force Predicted vs. Calculated 
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Figure 5-2: Bending Moment Predicted vs. Calculated 
5.3 Prediction of the Interaction Diagrams for the Sandwich Walls 
The obtained interaction diagrams from ANSYS analysis for the three solid walls S25, S36, 
and S45 were used to predict the interaction diagram for each of the analyzed sandwich walls. 
The Interaction diagrams for the three solid walls are presented in. The eccentricity ratio (e/t) 
at each of the four plotted points for each diagram was determined and was used together 
with the pertinent (2ts /t), (n tw/ w), and (fcu/ fy) to determine αp for one point on the predicted 
interaction diagram for each wall. The process was repeated for the four plotted points to 
obtain four corresponding points on the predicted interaction diagram.  
Figures 5-4 through 5-12 shows the predicted interaction diagrams for the analyzed 36 
different wall properties which are: 
Walls with face thickness 100 mm and fcu = 25 MPa: 110025, 210025, 310025, and 410025 
Walls with face thickness 100 mm and fcu = 36 MPa: 110036, 210036, 310036, and 410036 
Walls with face thickness 100 mm and fcu = 45 MPa: 110045, 210045, 310045, and 410045 
Walls with face thickness 125 mm and fcu = 25 MPa: 112525, 212525, 312525, and 412525 
Walls with face thickness 125 mm and fcu = 36 MPa: 112536, 212536, 312536, and 412536 
Walls with face thickness 125 mm and fcu = 45 MPa: 112545, 212545, 310045, and 412545 
Wall5 with face thickness 150 mm and fcu = 25 MPa: 115025, 215025, 315025, and 415025 
Walls with face thickness 150 mm and fcu = 36 MPa: 115036, 215036, 315036, and 415036 
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Walls with face thickness 150mm and fcu = 45 MPa: 115045, 215045, 310045, and 415045 
 
Figure 5-3: Interaction Diagrams for S25, S36, and S45 
 
=100)st and=25  cuflculated vs. Predicted (: Interaction Relationship Ca4-5Figure  
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=100)st and=36 cu: Interaction Relationship Calculated vs. Predicted (f5-5Figure  
 
=100)st and=45 cuonship Calculated vs. Predicted (f: Interaction Relati6-5Figure  
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=125)st and=25 cu: Interaction Relationship Calculated vs. Predicted (f7-5Figure  
 
=125)st and=36 cun Relationship Calculated vs. Predicted (f: Interactio8-5Figure  
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=125)st and=45 cu: Interaction Relationship Calculated vs. Predicted (f9-5Figure  
 
=150)st and=25 cunteraction Relationship Calculated vs. Predicted (f: I10-5Figure  
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=150)st and=36 cu: Interaction Relationship Calculated vs. Predicted (f11-5Figure  
 
=150)st and=45 cu: Interaction Relationship Calculated vs. Predicted (f12-5Figure  
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Figures 5-4 through 5-12 also show the obtained data points from ANSYS for each wall. The 
majority of the data points followed the trend of the corresponding interaction diagram within 
the range of error of ± 15% as stated before for the prediction of the coefficient 𝛼.  
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 CHAPTER 6 – SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 Summary 
Thirty six reinforced concrete sandwich walls and three reinforced concrete solid walls were 
modeled using finite element software ANSYS. The reinforced concrete faces were modeled 
using solid elements and the steel reinforcement was modeled using link elements. The 
analysis conducted herein was nonlinear static analysis incorporating geometric nonlinearity, 
cracking and crushing of concrete and yielding of steel. The model was validated by 
comparing its results to some of test results available in the literature. The modeled walls had 
different characteristics including compressive strengths, face thicknesses and number of 
concrete webs or shear connectors. These three parameters were changed for each sandwich 
wall to examine the effect of each parameter on the axial and bending moment capacity of the 
walls.  
All the thirty six walls were subjected to axial force and out of plane bending moment 
simultaneously to capture the interaction relationship between the axial force and bending 
moment. For each of the 36 walls three ratios of axial to lateral displacement were modeled 
being ratio of lateral to axial displacement 5, 10 and 30. Using the axial force and bending 
moment obtained at each displacement ratio eccentricity was calculated. The interaction 
relationship for each wall was plotted using three points which correspond to range of 
eccentricity from 0.06 m to 0.43 m.  
After obtaining the axial bending moment interaction relationship for the thirty six walls, 
walls, the interaction diagrams of walls were compared to capture the effect of each 
parameter on the axial and bending capacity of the walls. The rate of increase or decrease of 
axial force and bending moment was observed as parameters were changed. To be able to see 
the effect of a parameter all other parameters were fixed and only this parameter was 
changed. For example to be able to capture the effect of concrete compressive strength, the 
interaction relationship of walls with the same number of shear connectors and the same face 
thicknesses but with different compressive strengths was compared. By doing that three 
clusters of compared walls were created. The first cluster captures the effect of concrete 
compressive strength which means keeping the face thicknesses and number of shear 
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connectors constant while changing only fcu. The second cluster captures the effect of face 
thickness which means keeping the concrete compressive strength and number of shear 
connectors constant while changing only ts. The third cluster captures the effect of number of 
shear connectors which means keeping the concrete compressive strength and face thickness 
constant while changing only n. For each of the thirty six sandwich walls failure mode was 
obtained from ANSYS by observing the ultimate stresses. Cracking and crushing patterns 
were also observed as load increased approaching the ultimate load. 
Three solid walls were modeled using ANSYS software. For each wall the interaction 
relationship was obtained in the same way it was obtained for sandwich walls. The 
interaction relationship of these walls was compared to that of sandwich walls to give an 
insight on the relationship between the axial load and bending moment of sandwich walls 
compared to solid walls. The behavior of sandwich walls was compared to that of solid walls 
by comparing the axial and bending capacities of the sandwich walls and solid walls while 
changing the three key parameters, compressive strength, face thickness and number of webs 
or connectors.  
After investigating the behavior of sandwich walls under simultaneous axial load and out of 
plane bending moment and also after comparing the interaction relationships of sandwich 
walls to solid walls, a coefficient α was calculated using the ANSYS results for sandwich and 
solid walls. This coefficient correlates the axial force and bending moment of sandwich walls 
to solid walls. For practical use of sandwich walls the coefficient α was predicted using the 
finite element models data and regression analysis. The coefficient α can be used to predict 
the interaction relationship of sandwich walls by knowing the interaction relationship of a 
solid wall with the same total thickness. After deriving the equation the interaction 
relationships of the thirty six sandwich walls were predicted and compared to the 
relationships obtained through ANSYS models and they showed good correlation. 
 
6.2 Conclusions 
After analyzing the parametric study results presented in Chapter 4 together with the 
coefficient α prediction results presented in Chapter 5, the following main conclusions can be 
drawn: 
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 As the compressive strength increases the axial and bending capacity of the sandwich 
wall increase regardless of the number of web connectors or the face thickness. But the 
rate of increase varies as the number of web connectors and face thickness are changed.  
 As the face thickness increases the axial and bending capacity of the sandwich wall 
increase regardless of the number of web connectors or the compressive strength. But the 
rate of increase varies as the number of web connectors and compressive strength is 
changed.  
 As the number of web connectors increases the axial and bending capacity of the 
sandwich wall increase regardless of the face thickness or the compressive strength. But 
the rate of increase varies as the face thickness and compressive strength are changed.  
 The predicted α was used to construct the interaction diagram of the investigated wall and 
the results were compared with ANSYS results and showed good agreement 
 The percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment increases 
dramatically as the number of webs increases varying from about 30% for the 1 web 
walls to almost 90% for the 4 webs walls.  
 The percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment is almost 
the same as the compressive strength increases.  
 The percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment is almost 
constant as the face thickness increases. 
 The use of one shear connector guarantees a minimum of about 30% and a maximum of 
about 65% sandwich to solid wall axial force and bending moment depending on the 
sandwich wall concrete compressive strength, face thickness and load eccentricity. 
 The use of two shear connectors guarantees a minimum of about 50% and a maximum of 
about 90% sandwich to solid wall axial force and bending moment depending on the 
sandwich wall concrete compressive strength, face thickness and load eccentricity. 
 The use of three shear connectors guarantees a minimum of about 65% and a maximum 
of about 90% sandwich to solid wall axial force and bending moment depending on the 
sandwich wall concrete compressive strength, face thickness and load eccentricity. 
 The use of four shear connectors guarantees a minimum of about 70% and a maximum of 
about 100% sandwich to solid wall axial force and bending moment depending on the 
sandwich wall concrete compressive strength, face thickness and load eccentricity. 
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6.3 Recommendations 
To further understand the behavior of sandwich walls and the relationship between the 
applied axial force and bending moment pertaining to this type of walls, the following 
research work can be suggested: 
 Correlation of sandwich walls interaction diagrams to solid wall interaction diagrams 
obtained from commercial software i.e. CSICOL.  
 Numerical work to test the effect of shear connectors’ location on the axial and bending 
moment strength of reinforced concrete sandwich walls. 
 Numerical work to quantify the effect of slippage on the axial and bending moment 
strength of reinforced concrete sandwich walls. 
 Numerical investigation on the effect of steel yield strength and steel reinforcement ratio 
on the axial and bending moment strength of reinforced concrete sandwich walls.  
 Numerical work to test the use of different core and shear connectors’ types and materials 
and their effect on the axial and bending moment strength of reinforced concrete 
sandwich walls. 
 Numerical work to measure the thermal stresses and examine the thermal conductivity of 
different types of core materials and shear connectors.  
 Experimental work on static behavior of reinforced concrete sandwich walls to further 
validate the numerical investigation conducted. 
 Experimental and numerical work on dynamic loading of reinforced concrete sandwich 
walls. 
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